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Lesson 1

Part A - Asking Questions: Introduction

Read or explain the 
material in Part A.

If you ask yourself questions while you are reading, it helps you remember 
what you have read. You can ask yourself many questions about even a 
short passage.

Canada is a large country located north of the United 
States. Instead of states, Canada has provinces. There are 
ten provinces in Canada.

Here are some questions you can ask yourself about this short passage:

1. Where is Canada?

2. What size is Canada?

3. Canada is located in which direction from the United States.

4. What is Canada?

5. How many provinces are there in Canada?

6. What does Canada have instead of states?

7. What does the United States have instead of provinces?

Part B - Asking Questions

Call on a student to read 
the directions in Part B.

Directions: Read the short passage below. Write as many questions 
about the passage as you can think of. Your teacher will call on some 
students to read their questions and others to answer them.

Monitor students as they 
write their questions. Assist 
them as needed.

One of Canada’s provinces is also an island. It is called 
Prince Edward Island and it is small. Prince Edward Island 
is about 2,185 square miles in size. That makes it the 
smallest province in Canada. Part of another province is 
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Lesson 1
also an island. The name of that province is Newfoundland 
and Labrador. The “Newfoundland” part of that province is 
an island. It is much larger than Prince Edward Island. 
Newfoundland is pronounced “NEW fund lund.” Both 
provinces are in the far eastern part of Canada.

Call on a student to read a 
question, then call on 
another student to answer 
it. Repeat these steps for 
several questions.

Examples:

1. Which of Canada’s ten provinces is an island? (Prince Edward Island)

2. Which province is partly an island? (Newfoundland and Labrador)

3. What is the smallest province in Canada? (Prince Edward Island)

4. What is Prince Edward Island? (a province in Canada)

5. Where is Newfoundland and Labrador? (the far eastern part of Canada)

6. About how big is Prince Edward Island? (about 2,185 square miles)

Part C- Literal Questions: Introduction

Read or explain the 
material in Part C.

The most basic type of question to ask yourself when you read is a literal 
question. The answer to a literal question is found in the passage you are 
reading. The questions listed in Part A are literal questions.

Example: Read the sentence below, paying special attention to the 
underlined part. Next, read the literal question below the sentence.

The soccer club is having a car wash at the school 
tomorrow, at three in the afternoon.

Here is a literal question about the underlined part: 

At what time will the car wash be?

Sometimes there are different ways to write the answer found in the 
passage:

3:00 pm
three o’clock in the afternoon
3 in the afternoon
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Lesson 1
Part D- Literal Questions 

Call on a student to read 
the directions in Part D.

Directions: Read the paragraph below. Next, answer the literal 
questions. NOTE: There are TWO correct answers to each question.

Walk around and monitor 
students as they work.

Canada is the second largest country in the world. Its 
population is about thirty-two million. That is not a very 
large number of people. It is about same as the state of 
California. California is only 1/25 the size of Canada. Most 
Canadians live within about 200 miles of the border with 
the United States.

Note: In many exercises 
students will have to 
choose the correct answer 
from several options. 
Students can mark their 
answers by underlining 
their choice, or they can 
circle the letter that 
corresponds with their 
choice. Either way, take a 
moment to tell students 
how you would like them to 
mark their answers.

Mark the TWO correct answers to each question.

1. Canada is the:

a. biggest country in the Southern Hemisphere

b. 2nd largest country in the world

c. largest country in the world

d. one of the largest countries in the world

2. The population of Canada is about:

a. 32,000,000

b. 320,000,000

c. 32 billion

d. the same as California

Check and correct. 3. The majority of Canadians live:

a. in Newfoundland and Labrador

b. within about two hundred miles of the United States

c. near California

d. pretty close to the United states

Read or explain the 
material in Part E.

Part E- Memory Techniques

It is easier to remember something if you relate that thing to other things. 
Based on what you have read, write “Newfoundland and Labrador” next to 
the correct arrow on the map below, and then write “Prince Edward Island” 
next to the correct arrow. 
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Check and correct.

Read or explain the 
material in Part F.

Part F- Bonus

One meaning of detail is “a small part of something.” The “something” could 
be a building, for example. The details of a building could be parts like the 
doors and the windows, the design of the bricks on the outside, and other 
parts--all smaller than the building.

A detail in a reading passage is a small part of the passage. You have read 
short passages about Canada in this lesson. Canada is “the whole thing” 
talked about in the passage. In these passages, the details are the facts 
about Canada.

The word detail comes from a Latin word that means “cut.” Detail is related 
to the word tailor “someone who cuts cloth” (and then sews it together).

Detail will be a bonus item on some quizzes or tests that you take. 
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Lesson 2
Optional Prosody Exercise

Part G - Reading Aloud

Note: An option for this exercise is for you to tell students you are going to read the 
first sentence below the way a robot would read it, and then you’ll read it the way a 
human being would read it. 

Call on a student to read 
the directions in Part G.

Directions: Listen to your teacher read the sentences below. Your 
teacher will read them so that they sound like normal English when it 
is spoken. If your teacher calls on you to read one of the sentences, try 
to read it so that it sounds like someone speaking. Take your time. You 
can read the sentence silently before reading it aloud.

Read sentence #1 aloud, 
and then call on two or 
three students to also read 
it aloud. Reinforce reading 
that approximates “good 
expression.”

1. There are ten provinces in Canada.

2. Canada is the second largest country in the world.

3. What is Prince Edward Island?

4. The word detail comes from a Latin word that means “cut.”

Repeat for sentences 2 
through 4.

Lesson 2

Note: This is solely an oral 
activity. The questions 
appear in the student book, 
but students answer the 
questions orally.

Part A - Reviewing Details

Directions: Follow your teacher’s instructions.

Read each question to 
students. When most 
students have raised their 
hands, call on one student 
for the answer. See the 
Teacher’s Guide for an 
alternative way to lead this 
exercise.

1. Name the province of Canada that is also an island.
Prince Edward Island

2. Where is Canada located?
north of the United States

3. Canada has about as many people as the US state of:
California
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4. Where do most Canadians live?
near the border with the United States

5. The provinces in Canada are like ______ in the United States.
states

Part B - Asking Questions

Call on a student to read 
the directions in Part B.

Directions: Read the short passage below. Write as many questions 
about the passage as you can think of. Your teacher will call on some 
students to read their questions and others to answer them.

Monitor students as they 
write their questions. Assist 
them as needed.

As you have read, Canada has ten provinces. Each 
province is like one of the fifty states in the United States. 
The smallest province in Canada is Prince Edward Island. 
Because the name of that province is long, people in 
Canada usually refer to it by an abbreviation, P.E.I. Prince 
Edward Island is an island as well as a province. Another 
province in the eastern part of Canada is called 
Newfoundland and Labrador. Newfoundland is also an 
island. Labrador is part of the mainland.

Call on a student to read a 
question and then call on 
another student to answer 
it. Repeat these steps for 
several questions.

Examples:

1. What is a province in Canada? (like a state in the United States)

2. How many provinces does Canada have? (ten)

3. Which province is also an island? (Prince Edward Island)

4. Both Newfoundland and Labrador, and Prince Edward Island, are in 
what part of Canada? (the eastern part)

5. P.E.I. is an abbreviation for which Canadian province? (Prince Edward 
Island)

6. Which part of Newfoundland and Labrador is an island? (Newfoundland)
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Lesson 2
Part C- Literal Questions 

Read or explain the 
material in Part C.

Remember, the most basic type of question to ask yourself when you read 
is a literal question. The answer to a literal question is found in the 
passage you are reading. 

Sometimes there are different ways to write the answer found in the 
passage. 

Part D- Literal Questions 

Call on a student to read 
the directions in Part D.

Directions: Read the paragraph below. Next, answer the literal 
questions. NOTE: There are TWO correct answers to each question.

Walk around and monitor 
students as they work.

Canada has ten provinces. The province furthest west is 
called British Columbia. The province furthest east is 
Newfoundland and Labrador.

Mark the TWO correct answers to each question.

1. Canada has _____ provinces:

a. fifty

b. ten

c. 10

d. 50

2. British Columbia is:

a. furthest East

b. in the West

c. the smallest province

d. furthest West

Check and correct. 3. Newfoundland and Labrador is:

a. furthest East

b. in the East

c. an island

d. furthest West
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Part E- Memory Techniques

Read or explain the 
material in Part E.

It is easier to remember something if you relate that thing to other things. 
How can you remember that Canada has about 32,000,000 people, instead 
of, for example, 320,000,000 or 32,000? The population of the United States 
is about 250,000,000 and you know there are fewer people in Canada. 
Therefore, 320,000,000 is way too much. On the other hand, 32,000 is less 
than the number of people who attend many major league baseball games. 
It is way too small.

Read or explain the 
material in Part F.

Part F- Bonus

One meaning of detail is “a small part of something.” The passage below is 
mostly about the territories of Canada.

In addition to provinces, Canada has three very large 
territories. The territories belong to Canada, but the 
government of a territory is different from that of a 
province. The three territories are: Yukon, Northwest 
Territories, and Nunavut. All three territories are north of 
the Canadian provinces.

The details are little facts about the territories of Canada, such as:

1. There are three territories.

2. The government of the territories is different from the government of the 
provinces.

3. The names of the territories are Yukon, Northwest Territories, and 
Nunavut.

4. All three territories are north of Canadian provinces.
Detail will be a bonus item on some quizzes or tests that you take. 
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Lesson 3
Optional Prosody Exercise

Part G - Reading Aloud

Note: An option for this exercise is for you to tell students you are going to read the 
first sentence below the way a robot would read it, and then you’ll read it the way a 
human being would read it. 

Call on a student to read 
the directions in Part G.

Directions: Listen to your teacher read the sentences below. Your 
teacher will read them so that they sound like normal English when it 
is spoken. If your teacher calls on you to read one of the sentences, try 
to read it so that it sounds like someone speaking. Take your time. You 
can read the sentence silently before reading it aloud.

Read sentence #1 aloud, 
and then call on two or 
three students to also read 
it aloud. Reinforce reading 
that approximates “good 
expression.”

1. It is easier to remember something if you relate that thing to other things.

2. Where is Canada located?

3. Another province in the eastern part of Canada is called Newfoundland 
and Labrador.

4. Which province is also an island?

Repeat for sentences 2 
through 4.

Lesson 3

Note: This is solely an oral 
activity. The questions 
appear in the student book, 
but students answer the 
questions orally.

Part A - Reviewing Details

Directions: Follow your teacher’s instructions.

Read each question to 
students. When most 
students have raised their 
hands, call on one student 
for the answer. See the 
Teacher’s Guide for an 
alternative way to lead this 
exercise.

1. Is British Columbia the Canadian province that is furthest to the west or 
furthest to the east?
west

2. How many provinces does Canada have?
10

3. Canada has about as many people as the US state of:
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Lesson 3
California

4. Where do most Canadians live?
near the border with the United States

5. P.E.I. is an abbreviation for which Canadian province?
Prince Edward Island

6. What is the second largest country in the world?
Canada

Part B - Asking Questions

Call on a student to read 
the directions in Part B.

Directions: Read the short passage below. Write as many questions 
about the passage as you can think of. Your teacher will call on some 
students to read their questions and others to answer them.

Monitor students as they 
write their questions. Assist 
them as needed.

One of Canada’s ten provinces is called British Columbia. 
You have read that British Columbia is the province that is 
furthest west in Canada. Just east of British Columbia there 
is another province called Alberta. British Columbia and 
Alberta are very large provinces. Prince Edward Island is 
very small. It is in the east.

Call on a student to read a 
question and then call on 
another student to answer 
it. Repeat these steps for 
several questions.

Examples:

1. Which province in Canada is furthest west? (British Columbia)

2. How many provinces does Canada have? (ten)

3. Which province is just east of British Columbia? (Alberta)

4. Where is Prince Edward Island? (in the eastern part of Canada)

5. Which province is bigger, Alberta or Prince Edward Island? (Alberta)

6. Which province is west of Alberta (British Columbia)

Part C- Literal Questions 

Call on a student to read 
the directions in Part C.

Directions: Read the paragraph below. Next, answer the literal 
questions. NOTE: There are TWO correct answers to each question.
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Lesson 3
Walk around and monitor 
students as they work.

Canada is the second largest country in the world. The 
largest country in the world is Russia. Even though it is 
big, the population of Canada is pretty small. There are 
32,000,000 people in Canada. That is about the number of 
people in the U.S. state of California.

Mark the TWO correct answers to each question.

1. Canada is the _____ largest country in the world.

a. third

b. second

c. 3rd

d. 2nd

2. Russia is the _____ largest country in the world.

a. 1st

b. 2nd

c. second

d. first

Check and correct. 3. There are about _____ people in Canada.

a. thirty-two million

b. 32,000,000

c. three hundred twenty thousand

d. 320,000

Part D- Memory Techniques

Read or explain the 
material in Part D.

It is easier to remember something if you relate that thing to other things. 
Based on what you have read, write the names of provinces next to the 
correct arrows on the map below.
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Lesson 3
Read or explain the 
material in Part E.

Part E- Bonus

One meaning of detail is “a small part of something.” Details are little facts 
about something. Detail will be a bonus item on some quizzes or tests that 
you take. 

Optional Prosody Exercise

Part F - Reading Aloud

Call on a student to read 
the directions in Part F.

Directions: Listen to your teacher read the sentences below. If your 
teacher calls on you to read one of the sentences, try to read it so that 
it sounds like someone speaking. Take your time. You can read the 
sentence silently before reading it aloud.

British
Columbia

Newfoundland &
Labrador

Prince
Edward
Island

Alberta N

S

W E

British
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S
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Read sentence #1 aloud, 
and then call on two or 
three students to also read 
it aloud. Reinforce reading 
that approximates “good 
expression.”

1. How may provinces does Canada have?

2. Next, answer the literal questions.

3. One meaning of detail is “a small part of something.”

4. There are 32,000,000 people in Canada.

Repeat for sentences 2 
through 4.

Lesson 4

Note: This is solely an oral 
activity. The questions 
appear in the student book, 
but students answer the 
questions orally.

Part A - Reviewing Details

Directions: Follow your teacher’s instructions.

Read each question about 
Canada to students. When 
most students have raised 
their hands, call on one 
student for the answer. See 
the Teacher’s Guide for an 
alternative way to lead this 
exercise.

1. Which Canadian province is next to British Columbia?
Alberta

2. About how many people live in Canada?
32,000,000

3. What is the largest country in the world?
Russia

4. Which part of Newfoundland and Labrador is an island?
Newfoundland

5. What is the abbreviation for Prince Edward Island?
P.E.I.

6. Which Canadian province is furthest east?
Newfoundland and Labrador 

Part B - Asking Questions

Call on a student to read 
the directions in Part B.

Directions: Read the short passage below. Write as many questions 
about the passage as you can think of. Your teacher will call on some 
students to read their questions and others to answer them.
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Monitor students as they 
write their questions. Assist 
them as needed.

So far, you have read about four Canadian provinces. 
British Columbia and Alberta are in the western part of 
Canada. Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland and 
Labrador are in the eastern part. A fifth province is Nova 
Scotia. It is also in the east. The name “Nova Scotia” 
means “New Scotland” in Latin. The Scots were the first 
British people to settle there. Nova Scotia is a peninsula. 
(“Insula” is related to the word “island.”) A peninsula is a 
body of land that is almost surrounded completely by 
water.

Call on a student to read a 
question and then call on 
another student to answer 
it. Repeat these steps for 
several questions.

Examples:

1. The name Nova Scotia is Latin for what? (New Scotland)

2. Name three Canadian provinces in the eastern part of Canada. 
(Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince Edward Island, and Nova Scotia)

3. Name two provinces in the western part of Canada. (British Columbia 
and Alberta)

4. How do you say “New Scotland” in Latin? (Nova Scotia)

5. Which province is a peninsula? (Nova Scotia)

6. A peninsula is a body of land almost completely surrounded by what? 
(water)

7. “Insula” is related to what word? (island)

Part C- Literal Questions

Call on a student to read 
the directions in Part C.

Directions: Read the paragraph below. Next, answer the literal 
questions. NOTE: There are TWO correct answers to each question.

Walk around and monitor 
students as they work.

Most of the people in Canada live close to the United 
States. Many people live within two hundred miles of the 
border with the United States. That means that most people 
live in the southern part of the large provinces. The 
smallest province is Prince Edward Island. In Prince 
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Edward Island most people live in the capital city. The 
capital of Prince Edward Island is Charlottetown.

Mark the TWO correct answers to each question.

1. Which Canadian province is the smallest?

a. Nova Scotia

b. Prince Edward Island

c. New Scotland

d. P.E.I.

2. Most Canadians live within about _____ miles of the border between 
Canada and the United States.

a. 200

b. two hundred

c. ten

d. 10

Check and correct. 3. In the large provinces of Canada, most people live in the

a. north

b. southern part

c. south

d. northern part

Part D- Memory Techniques

Read or explain the 
material in Part D.

It is easier to remember something if you relate that thing to other things. 
Based on what you have read, write the names of provinces next to the 
correct arrows on the map below. 
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Read or explain the 
material in Part E.

Part E- Bonus

One meaning of detail is “a small part of something.” Details are little facts 
about something. Detail will be a bonus item on some quizzes or tests that 
you take. 

Optional Prosody Exercise

Part F - Reading Aloud

Call on a student to read 
the directions in Part F.

Directions: Listen to your teacher read the sentences below. If your 
teacher calls on you to read one of the sentences, try to read it so that 
it sounds like someone speaking. Take your time. You can read the 
sentence silently before reading it aloud.
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	1. Where is Canada?
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	3. Canada is located in which direction from the United States.
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	5. How many provinces are there in Canada?
	6. What does Canada have instead of states?
	7. What does the United States have instead of provinces?
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	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Monitor students as they write their questions. Assist them as needed.
	Call on a student to read a question, then call on another student to answer it. Repeat these steps for several questions.
	1. Which of Canada’s ten provinces is an island? (Prince Edward Island)
	2. Which province is partly an island? (Newfoundland and Labrador)
	3. What is the smallest province in Canada? (Prince Edward Island)
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	Check and correct.
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	a. in Newfoundland and Labrador
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	Call on a student to read the directions in Part G.
	Read sentence #1 aloud, and then call on two or three students to also read it aloud. Reinforce reading that approximates “good expression.”
	1. There are ten provinces in Canada.
	2. Canada is the second largest country in the world.
	3. What is Prince Edward Island?
	4. The word detail comes from a Latin word that means “cut.”


	Repeat for sentences 2 through 4.
	Lesson 2

	Note: This is solely an oral activity. The questions appear in the student book, but students answer the questions orally.
	Part A - Reviewing Details

	Read each question to students. When most students have raised their hands, call on one student for the answer. See the Teacher’s Guide for an alternative way to lead this exercise.
	1. Name the province of Canada that is also an island.
	2. Where is Canada located?
	3. Canada has about as many people as the US state of:
	4. Where do most Canadians live?
	5. The provinces in Canada are like ______ in the United States.

	Part B - Asking Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Monitor students as they write their questions. Assist them as needed.
	Call on a student to read a question and then call on another student to answer it. Repeat these steps for several questions.
	1. What is a province in Canada? (like a state in the United States)
	2. How many provinces does Canada have? (ten)
	3. Which province is also an island? (Prince Edward Island)
	4. Both Newfoundland and Labrador, and Prince Edward Island, are in what part of Canada? (the eastern part)
	5. P.E.I. is an abbreviation for which Canadian province? (Prince Edward Island)
	6. Which part of Newfoundland and Labrador is an island? (Newfoundland)

	Part C- Literal Questions

	Read or explain the material in Part C.
	Part D- Literal Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Canada has _____ provinces:
	a. fifty
	b. ten
	c. 10
	d. 50
	2. British Columbia is:
	a. furthest East
	b. in the West
	c. the smallest province
	d. furthest West


	Check and correct.
	3. Newfoundland and Labrador is:
	a. furthest East
	b. in the East
	c. an island
	d. furthest West
	Part E- Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
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	Part G - Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part G.
	Read sentence #1 aloud, and then call on two or three students to also read it aloud. Reinforce reading that approximates “good expression.”
	1. It is easier to remember something if you relate that thing to other things.
	2. Where is Canada located?
	3. Another province in the eastern part of Canada is called Newfoundland and Labrador.
	4. Which province is also an island?


	Repeat for sentences 2 through 4.
	Lesson 3

	Note: This is solely an oral activity. The questions appear in the student book, but students answer the questions orally.
	Part A - Reviewing Details

	Read each question to students. When most students have raised their hands, call on one student for the answer. See the Teacher’s Guide for an alternative way to lead this exercise.
	1. Is British Columbia the Canadian province that is furthest to the west or furthest to the east?
	2. How many provinces does Canada have?
	3. Canada has about as many people as the US state of:
	4. Where do most Canadians live?
	5. P.E.I. is an abbreviation for which Canadian province?
	6. What is the second largest country in the world?

	Part B - Asking Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Monitor students as they write their questions. Assist them as needed.
	Call on a student to read a question and then call on another student to answer it. Repeat these steps for several questions.
	1. Which province in Canada is furthest west? (British Columbia)
	2. How many provinces does Canada have? (ten)
	3. Which province is just east of British Columbia? (Alberta)
	4. Where is Prince Edward Island? (in the eastern part of Canada)
	5. Which province is bigger, Alberta or Prince Edward Island? (Alberta)
	6. Which province is west of Alberta (British Columbia)

	Part C- Literal Questions
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	b. 2nd
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	d. first


	Check and correct.
	3. There are about _____ people in Canada.
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	b. 32,000,000
	c. three hundred twenty thousand
	d. 320,000
	Part D- Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Part E- Bonus
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part F - Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part F.
	Read sentence #1 aloud, and then call on two or three students to also read it aloud. Reinforce reading that approximates “good expression.”
	1. How may provinces does Canada have?
	2. Next, answer the literal questions.
	3. One meaning of detail is “a small part of something.”
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	Lesson 4

	Note: This is solely an oral activity. The questions appear in the student book, but students answer the questions orally.
	Part A - Reviewing Details

	Read each question about Canada to students. When most students have raised their hands, call on one student for the answer. See the Teacher’s Guide for an alternative way to lead this exercise.
	1. Which Canadian province is next to British Columbia?
	2. About how many people live in Canada?
	3. What is the largest country in the world?
	4. Which part of Newfoundland and Labrador is an island?
	5. What is the abbreviation for Prince Edward Island?
	6. Which Canadian province is furthest east?

	Part B - Asking Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Monitor students as they write their questions. Assist them as needed.
	Call on a student to read a question and then call on another student to answer it. Repeat these steps for several questions.
	1. The name Nova Scotia is Latin for what? (New Scotland)
	2. Name three Canadian provinces in the eastern part of Canada. (Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince Edward Island, and Nova Scotia)
	3. Name two provinces in the western part of Canada. (British Columbia and Alberta)
	4. How do you say “New Scotland” in Latin? (Nova Scotia)
	5. Which province is a peninsula? (Nova Scotia)
	6. A peninsula is a body of land almost completely surrounded by what? (water)
	7. “Insula” is related to what word? (island)

	Part C- Literal Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Which Canadian province is the smallest?
	a. Nova Scotia
	b. Prince Edward Island
	c. New Scotland
	d. P.E.I.
	2. Most Canadians live within about _____ miles of the border between Canada and the United States.
	a. 200
	b. two hundred
	c. ten
	d. 10


	Check and correct.
	3. In the large provinces of Canada, most people live in the
	a. north
	b. southern part
	c. south
	d. northern part
	Part D- Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Part E- Bonus
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part F - Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part F.
	Read sentence #1 aloud, and then call on two or three students to also read it aloud. Reinforce reading that approximates “good expression.”
	1. Many people live within two hundred miles of the border with the United States.
	2. What is the abbreviation for Prince Edward Island?
	3. “Insula” is related to the word “island.”
	4. What is the largest country in the world?


	Repeat for sentences 2 through 4.
	See the Teacher’s Guide for information about the quiz and contest coming up in Lesson 5.
	Lesson 5

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Where is Canada?
	a. in Europe
	b. near Africa
	c. south of the United States
	d. north of the United States
	2. What is the abbreviation for Prince Edward Island?

	a. P.E.
	b. P.E.I.
	c. P.I.E.
	d. E.I.
	3. Which Canadian province is furthest west?

	a. Prince Edward Island
	b. British Columbia
	c. Nova Scotia
	d. Newfoundland and Labrador
	4. Which Canadian province is furthest east?

	a. Prince Edward Island
	b. British Columbia
	c. Nova Scotia
	d. Newfoundland and Labrador
	5. What is the largest country in the world?

	a. Russia
	b. Canada
	c. The United States
	d. China
	6. Canada has how many provinces?

	a. thirteen
	b. 3
	c. ten
	d. 50
	7. Which two Canadian provinces that you have studied so far are very large?

	a. British Columbia and Nova Scotia
	b. Newfoundland and Labrador and Nova Scotia
	c. Alberta and Prince Edward Island
	d. Alberta and British Columbia
	8. Which two provinces in Canada are very small?

	a. British Columbia and Alberta
	b. Newfoundland and Labrador and Alberta
	c. Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island
	d. Prince Edward Island and Alberta


	Check and correct.
	Part B - Contest

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	1. Everyone will read the passage below about mammals.
	2. After you read the passage, you will stop and write questions about what you just read.
	3. Groups take turns challenging the other group to answer a question.
	4. Each group gets a point for each correct answer.


	Give students about a minute or two to read the passage.
	Give students about three minutes to write questions.
	Call on a student in one group to ask a question. Then call on a student in the other group to answer that question. Repeat until one group runs out of questions.
	1. What do we call a group of vertebrates? (a class)
	2. Humans belong to what class of vertebrates? (mammals)
	3. What do vertebrates have? (backbones)
	4. How many classes of vertebrates are there? (five)
	5. What do you call it when an animal’s body temperature doesn’t change very much? (warm blooded)
	6. Are humans warm-blooded? (yes)
	7. What do mammals have on their bodies? (hair or fur)
	8. What does live birth mean? (not hatched from eggs)
	9. How do mammals breathe? (through lungs)

	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part C - Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Read sentence #1 aloud, and then call on two or three students to also read it aloud. Reinforce reading that approximates “good expression.”
	1. What Canadian province is the furthest west?
	2. After you read the passage, you will stop and write questions about what you just read.
	3. Humans belong to what class of vertebrates?
	4. Mammals have hair or fur on their bodies to help keep them warm.


	Repeat for sentences 2 through 4.
	Recommended Homework: Copy the map of Canada (contained in the Blackline Masters Appendix) and pass out to students for study at home.
	Lesson 6
	Part A- Vocabulary: Words in Context


	Read or explain the material in Part A.
	Part B- Vocabulary: Words in Context

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. We heard a storm was coming. I was not happy because I don’t like thunder, but I especially don’t like _________.
	a. lightning
	b. news
	c. storms
	2. Because of the drought, few people are watering their ______. That’s okay with me because I don’t like to mow and trim.

	a. flowers
	b. vegetables
	c. lawns


	Check and correct.
	3. James doesn’t have a single ________. He doesn’t collect baseball cards, or listen to music, or build models, or anything like that.
	a. free minute
	b. hobby
	c. penny
	Part C - Asking Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Monitor students as they write their questions. Assist them as needed.
	Call on a student to read a question and then call on another student to answer it. Repeat these steps for several questions.
	1. What does maritime mean? (a lot of shipping and boating)
	2. In addition to Prince Edward Island, what are the maritime provinces? (Nova Scotia and New Brunswick)
	3. What are the hilly areas of the maritime provinces called? (highlands)
	4. What did the French originally call the area where the maritime provinces are now? (Acacia)
	5. What American state borders New Brunswick to the west? (Maine)
	6. What are Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island called? (maritime provinces)

	Part D- Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Part E- Remembering What You Read

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part E.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. How many provinces does Canada have?
	2. How many maritime provinces does Canada have?

	a. ten
	b. three
	c. thirteen
	3. What does Nova Scotia mean?

	a. Latin
	b. maritime provinces
	c. New Scotland
	d. Acacia
	4. British Columbia and Alberta are _____ provinces.

	a. small
	b. large
	c. maritime
	d. Russian
	5. Which Canadian province is also an island?

	a. Nova Scotia
	b. British Columbia
	c. Prince Edward Island
	d. Newfoundland and Labrador
	6. Part of _________and Labrador is an island.

	a. British Columbia
	b. New Brunswick
	c. Prince Edward Island
	d. Newfoundland


	Check and correct.
	7. Which province is NOT a maritime province?
	a. Alberta
	b. New Brunswick
	c. Nova Scotia
	d. Prince Edward Island

	Part F- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part F.
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part G - Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part G.
	Read sentence #1 aloud, and then call on two or three students to also read it aloud. Reinforce reading that approximates “good expression.”
	1. How many maritime provinces does Canada have?
	2. The French settled in the area where the maritime provinces are now and called that area Acacia.
	3. You know what dogs might do that would scare strangers.


	Repeat for sentences 2 and 3.
	Lesson 7
	Part A- Vocabulary: Words in Context


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. The ________ was running very high. We were afraid it might overflow its banks.
	a. cost
	b. river
	c. cloud
	2. That fruit has been sitting in the sun so long that it is sure to ______, if it hasn’t already. Then it’s really going to stink.

	a. be stolen
	b. spoil
	c. ripen
	3. Many people are complaining lately about the _______, even though the leaders were elected by a large majority.


	Check and correct.
	a. food
	b. weather
	c. government
	Part B - Literal Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. How many Great Lakes are there?
	2. Which Great Lake is all inside the United States?
	3. Which Canadian province borders all the Great Lakes except for Lake Michigan?
	4. What do you call the five very large lakes in North America?
	5. Which lake is furthest to the west?


	Check and correct.
	6. Which lake is furthest to the east?
	Part C - Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part C.
	Part D- Remembering What You Read

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. The Maritime provinces of Canada are Nova Scotia, P.E.I., and:
	2. New Brunswick borders which American state?

	a. Michigan
	b. Maine
	c. Washington
	3. Which province listed below is very large?


	Check and correct.
	a. Alberta
	b. P.E.I.
	c. Nova Scotia

	Part E- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part F - Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part F.
	Read sentence #1 aloud, and then call on two or three students to also read it aloud. Reinforce reading that approximates “good expression.”
	1. New Brunswick borders which American state?
	2. All of Lake Michigan is in the United States.
	3. You might be able to infer the answer, though, by looking at the names of the lakes and then taking a guess.


	Repeat for sentences 2 and 3.
	Lesson 8
	Part A- Vocabulary: Words in Context


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Because e-mail is so ________, some people say that writing letters is becoming a lost art.
	a. expensive
	b. popular
	c. new
	2. My favorite time of year in the northeast is fall because that is when the ______ change color.

	a. seasons
	b. leaves
	c. clothes
	3. We had a speaker come to our school to talk about nutrition. All the kids in the whole school had to squeeze into the _______ to listen to her.


	Check and correct.
	a. car
	b. costumes
	c. gym
	Part B - Asking Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Monitor students as they write their questions. Assist them as needed.
	Call on a student to read a question after each sentence and then call on a student to answer that question.
	Part C- Inference Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Why would William Penn become a Quaker?
	2. Why would the King want to honor William’s father?
	3. Why would William name the area “woods” in Latin?


	Check and correct. Accept reasonable alternative responses.
	4. Why would the government want to arrest Quakers?
	Part D - Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Part E- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Part F - Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part F.
	Read sentence #1 aloud, and then call on two or three students to also read it aloud. Reinforce reading that approximates “good expression.”
	1. It shows that both Lake Superior and Lake Michigan drain into Lake Huron, for example.
	2. Why would William name the area “woods” in Latin?
	3. Because e-mail is so popular, some people say that writing letters is becoming a lost art.


	Repeat for sentences 2 and 3.
	Lesson 9
	Part A- Vocabulary: Words in Context


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Every Friday, we all get to have a pizza party at school if our ________ class has behaved for the whole week.
	a. first
	b. entire
	c. big
	2. When my sister and I go ________, I usually ask her to put the bait on the hook for me. I think worms are gross.

	a. hunting
	b. fishing
	c. swimming


	Check and correct.
	3. Even though she is only three years old, my dog is so _______ that she sleeps all day.
	a. big
	b. lonely
	c. lazy
	Part B- Inference Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Give two reasons why Mark might want to study computers.
	2. Give two reasons why Mark might want to study nursing.


	Check and correct. Accept reasonable alternative responses.
	3. Why might Mark have finally decided to study nursing?
	Part C- Reviewing Details

	Note: This is solely an oral activity. The questions appear in the student book, but students answer the questions orally.
	Read each question to students. When most students have raised their hands, call on one student for the answer. See the Teacher’s Guide for an alternative way to lead this exercise.
	1. Name the province of Canada that is furthest west.
	2. Which province is NOT a maritime province?

	a. New Brunswick
	b. British Columbia
	c. P.E.I.
	d. Nova Scotia
	3. What is the 2nd largest country in the world?
	4. What is the largest country in the world?
	5. The population of Canada is about:

	a. 32,000
	b. 320,000
	c. 3,200,000
	d. 32,000,000
	6. Name the two Canadian provinces that are furthest west.
	7. Nova Scotia is a peninsula. The Latin word “insula” is related to what English word?
	8. Which Canadian province borders the U.S. state of Maine?
	9. Which is the smallest Canadian province?
	10. How many Canadian provinces are there?

	Part D- Memory Techniques

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Which Canadian province is just east of British Columbia?
	2. Nova Scotia is a peninsula that connects to:

	a. British Columbia
	b. New Brunswick
	c. Newfoundland and Labrador
	d. Prince Edward Island
	3. Name three provinces that are very small.


	Check and correct.
	4. Newfoundland and Labrador don’t actually touch one another because Newfoundland is an island. Why do you think they are considered to be one province?
	Part E- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part F - Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part F.
	Read sentence #1 aloud, and then call on two or three students to also read it aloud.
	1. To learn inference, you will have to know what it means, how to spell it, and where it comes from.
	2. But he knew and loved the nursing teachers at his school.
	3. The Latin word “insula” is related to what English word?


	Repeat for sentences 2 and 3.
	Lesson 10 - Quiz

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Name the Great Lakes:
	2. Which is NOT a maritime province?

	a. Newfoundland & Labrador
	b. Nova Scotia
	c. New Brunswick
	d. P.E.I.
	3. Which choice is NOT a Canadian province?

	a. Maine
	b. Nova Scotia
	c. Alberta
	d. British Columbia
	4. Nova Scotia is a peninsula connected to:

	a. Maine
	b. New Brunswick
	c. Newfoundland & Labrador
	d. Prince Edward Island
	5. What language do MOST people in Canada speak?

	a. French
	b. English
	c. Canadian
	d. Spanish
	6. Canada has how many provinces?

	a. thirteen
	b. 3
	c. ten
	d. 50
	7. The population of Canada is about the same as the American state of

	a. Maine
	b. Rhode Island
	c. Texas
	d. California
	8. The Canadian province that borders Maine is
	9. Name two of the three maritime provinces.
	10. Most Canadians live:

	a. near Alaska
	b. in Nova Scotia
	c. within 200 miles of the border between the United States and Canada
	d. near the arctic circle


	Check and correct.
	Part B - Contest

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	1. Everyone will read the passage below about fish.
	2. After you read the passage, you will stop and write questions about what you just read.
	3. Groups take turns challenging the other group to answer a question.
	4. Each group gets a point for each correct answer.


	Give students a minute or two to read the passage.
	Give students about three minutes to write questions.
	Call on a student in one group to ask a question. Then call on a student in the other group to answer that question. Repeat until one group runs out of questions.
	1. What does aquatic mean? (live in water)
	2. How do fish breathe? (through gills)
	3. How do gills work? (water passes through the gills)
	4. What covers the body of most fish? (scales)
	5. How are fish born? (from eggs)
	6. What purpose do scales have? (protection)
	7. What is a fish scale like? (small, flat, hard)
	8. What is a vertebrate? (an animal with a backbone)
	9. What do fish have instead of lungs? (gills)

	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part C - Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Read sentence #1 aloud, and then call on two or three students to also read it aloud.
	1. What language do MOST people in Canada speak?
	2. Instead of having lungs, fish breathe through gills.
	3. What is a fish scale like?


	Repeat for sentences 2 and 3.
	Recommended Homework: Copy the graphic of The Great Lakes (contained in the Blackline Master Appendix) and pass out to students for study at home.
	Lesson 11
	Part A - Words in Context


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: The new shopping center in our town is wonderful. You can purchase just about anything there if you have the money.
	a. see
	b. find
	c. buy
	d. sell
	2. Model: Lenore has all her favorite possessions in her bedroom. She keeps them in a safe that she got as a birthday present.

	a. things
	b. snacks
	c. books
	d. pets


	Check and correct.
	3. Model: Mrs. O’Conner next door has a large vegetable garden. Instead of being shaped like a rectangle, it is circular. She has a bird bath in the center, with rows of flowers coming out like spokes on a wheel.
	a. flat
	b. open
	c. square
	d. round
	Part B - Vocabulary

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	possessions
	purchase
	circular

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Possessions are the things you own. Some of those things are very important to you. Some are not as important.
	2. When you make a purchase, you buy something. You might purchase one item, or several.


	Check and correct.
	3. Circular means round. A circular saw is a power saw with a round saw blade.
	Part C - Asking Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Monitor students as they write their questions. Assist them as needed.
	Call on a student to read a question after each sentence and then call on another student to answer that question.
	Part D- Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Check and correct.
	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Part E- Bonus
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part F - Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part F.
	Read sentence #1 aloud, and then call on two or three students to also read it aloud.
	1. Every well-written paragraph or passage is mostly about one thing.
	2. A circular saw is a power saw with a round saw blade.
	3. Possessions are the things you own.


	Repeat for sentences 2 and 3.
	Lesson 12
	Part A - Words in Context


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: There was the scent of baking cookies coming from Mark’s kitchen. His nose told him that the cookies were chocolate chip and that they were almost done.
	a. smell
	b. look
	c. feel
	d. sense
	2. Model: Mary ran a mile in less than 7 minutes on her first attempt. She had never done that before and was very happy.

	a. team
	b. try
	c. day
	d. track


	Check and correct.
	3. Model: Jane is intelligent. She does very well in school and always has a lot to talk about.
	a. silly
	b. sad
	c. smart
	d. funny

	Part B - Vocabulary

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	scent
	attempt
	intelligent

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. The scent of baking cookies is the smell of baking cookies. Scents can tell you a lot, like the kind of cookie that is baking, and if those cookies are burning.
	2. Another word for attempt is try. If you attempt to make your dreams come true, you try to make your dreams come true.


	Check and correct.
	3. Intelligent means smart. People can be intelligent and so can animals.

	Note: This is solely an oral activity. The questions appear in the student book, but students answer the questions orally.
	Part C- Reviewing Details

	Read each question to students. When most students have raised their hands, call on one student for the answer. See the Teacher’s Guide for an alternative way to lead this exercise.
	1. Name the province of Canada that is next to British Columbia.
	2. What is the largest province in Canada?

	a. British Columbia
	b. Québec
	c. Newfoundland & Labrador
	d. Alberta
	3. What English word is related to the Latin word, insula?
	4. Which Canadian province is a peninsula?
	5. The population of Canada is about:
	6. Name the smallest Canadian province.
	7. In Québec, the first language of most people is:
	8. Which Canadian province shares a border with the state of Maine?
	9. What is the 2nd largest country in the world?
	10. The word “superior” in Lake Superior hints that Lake Superior is the _____ Great Lake.

	a. coldest
	b. smallest
	c. largest
	d. most blue

	Part D - Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Part E - Inference

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part E.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. How did Tara probably feel when she first got Marigold?
	a. scared
	b. excited
	c. angry
	d. nervous
	2. When Tara’s mom saw Tara taking such good care of Marigold, Tara’s mom probably thought that Tara:

	a. didn’t like Marigold
	b. was lazy
	c. was too young for a puppy
	d. was very responsible
	3. How did Tara probably feel when she found out Marigold was missing?

	a. sad
	b. happy
	c. relieved
	d. excited


	Check and correct.
	4. How did Tara probably feel when Marigold came home?
	a. angry
	b. thrilled
	c. unhappy
	d. bored

	Part F- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part F.
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part G- Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part G.
	Read sentence #1 aloud, and then call on two or three students to also read it aloud.
	1. Tara’s mom answered the door and there was Marigold!
	2. Which Canadian province is a peninsula?
	3. She does very well in school and always has a lot to talk about.


	Repeat for sentences 2 and 3.
	Lesson 13
	Part A - Words in Context


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: Peter had to read a brief story for homework. It only took him ten minutes to finish reading it.
	a. long
	b. funny
	c. scary
	d. short
	2. Model: My mother ironed my skirt five times to get the creases out. She wanted it to be flat and smooth for my first day of school.

	a. folds
	b. lines
	c. dirt
	d. color


	Check and correct.
	3. Model: My father and I will dig a ditch so we can plant a row of roses. It doesn’t have to be very wide, but it does have to be deep.
	a. long hole
	b. row
	c. lot
	d. square

	Part B - Vocabulary

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	attempt
	brief
	possessions
	circular
	creases
	ditch

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Short is another word for brief. If you had a short wait at the bakery, you could say you had a brief wait.
	2. Creases are folds. One way to get creases out of clothing is to iron them.
	3. A word for a long hole is ditch. You can dig a ditch with a shovel or with your hands.
	4. Circular means round. The earth is circular.
	5. Another word for attempt is try. If you try to make an apple pie, you attempt to make an apple pie.


	Check and correct.
	6. Possessions are the things you own. Some of your important possessions may be your diary or your favorite baseball card.

	Note: This is solely an oral activity. The questions appear in the student book, but students answer the questions orally.
	Part C- Reviewing Details

	Read each question about Canada to students. When most students have raised their hands, call on one student for the answer. See the Teacher’s Guide for an alternative way to lead this exercise.
	1. New Brunswick borders which American state?
	2. What is the largest province in Canada?

	a. British Columbia
	b. Québec
	c. Newfoundland & Labrador
	d. Alberta
	3. What is the smallest province in Canada?

	a. New Brunswick
	b. Nova Scotia
	c. P.E.I
	d. British Columbia
	4. Which Canadian province is an island?
	5. The population of Canada is about:

	a. 3,200,000
	b. the same as California
	c. the same as Maine
	d. the same as Russia
	6. In Québec, the first language of most people is:
	7. Which Canadian province shares a border with the state of Maine?

	a. New Brunswick
	b. British Columbia
	c. Alberta
	8. What is the largest country in the world?


	Check and correct.
	9. Outside of Québec, most Canadians speak:
	Part D - Memory Techniques

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Lake Huron receives water from which other two Great Lakes?
	2. Four of the lakes are partly in the northern part of the United States. What other country must border them?
	3. Which Great Lake is the largest?
	4. What word helps you remember the names of the Great Lakes?
	5. The lake furthest to the west is shown in the upper left box of the chart. Which lake is that?


	Check and correct.
	6. Water from Lake Michigan flows into which lake?
	Part E- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part F- Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part F.
	Call on two or three students to read sentence #1 aloud.
	1. My mother ironed my skirt five times to get the creases out.
	2. What word helps you remember the names of the Great Lakes?
	3. One detail about The Great Lakes is that Lake Superior and Lake Michigan both flow into Lake Huron.


	Repeat for sentences 2 and 3.
	Lesson 14
	Part A - Words in Context


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: Jody was looking for a flesh colored crayon to finish her picture of her mother. She used a brown one for her mother’s eyes and hair, but she needed one for her face.
	a. skin
	b. green
	c. shoe
	d. wall


	Check and correct.
	2. Model: The sheep got through a gap in the fence. It was only wide enough for one sheep to go through at a time.
	a. line
	b. circle
	c. square
	d. space

	Part B- Vocabulary

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	purchase
	flesh
	scent
	gap
	crease
	brief

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Scent is another way of saying smell. Every perfume has its own scent or smell.
	2. Another word for buy is purchase. Another way of saying, “Buy one, get one free,” is, “Purchase one, get one free.”
	3. One meaning of flesh is skin. If a cat scratched your flesh, you could also say it scratched your skin.
	4. Short is another word for brief. If you make a brief speech, you make a short speech.
	5. Gap means space. Sometimes there is a gap in something, like a fence. Sometimes there is a gap between two things, like a car and the sidewalk.


	Check and correct.
	6. To crease is to fold. You can make creases in paper to make a paper airplane.
	Part C- Remembering What You Read

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. The maritime provinces of Canada are Nova Scotia, P.E.I., and:
	2. The largest Canadian province is what?

	a. British Columbia
	b. Québec
	c. Alberta
	3. What are the two official languages spoken in Canada?

	a. English and French
	b. French and Canadian
	c. English and Canadian
	d. French and Scottish
	4. What English word is related to the Latin word insula?
	5. Which Canadian province is a peninsula?


	Check and correct.
	6. Which Canadian province is an island?
	Part D- Memory Techniques

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Lake Huron receives water from which other two Great Lakes?
	2. Which lake is mostly bordered by Wisconsin on the west side and Michigan on the east side?
	3. Which Great Lake is the largest?
	4. What word helps you remember the names of the Great Lakes?
	5. Which two lakes are not labeled on this map?
	6. Which lake is furthest to the west?


	Check and correct.
	7. Water from Lake Superior flows into which lake?

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Part E- Bonus
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part F- Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part F.
	Call on two or three students to read sentence #1 aloud.
	1. It was only wide enough for one sheep to go through at a time.
	2. Water from Lake Superior flows into which lake?
	3. Sometimes there is a gap in something, like a fence.


	Repeat for sentences 2 and 3.
	Lesson 15 - Quiz

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part A.
	1. Name two of the three Canadian maritime provinces?

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	2. What language is spoken by most people in the largest Canadian province?
	3. Name the Great Lakes:
	4. Labrador is part of which Canadian province?
	a. Newfoundland & Labrador
	b. British Columbia
	c. Labrador and Nova Scotia
	d. the maritime provinces
	5. What language do MOST people in Canada speak?

	a. French
	b. English
	c. Canadian
	d. Spanish
	6. Write the names of the four provinces on this map that have arrows pointing to them.
	7. The population of Canada is about the same as the American state of:
	8. Most Canadians live:

	a. near Alaska
	b. in Nova Scotia
	c. within 200 miles of the border between the United States and Canada.
	d. near the arctic circle


	Check and correct.
	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	Part B - Contest
	1. Everyone will read the passage below about reptiles.
	2. After you read the passage, you will stop and write questions about what you just read.
	3. Groups take turns challenging the other group to answer a question.
	4. Each group gets a point for each correct answer.



	Give students about three minutes to write questions.
	Call on a student in one group to ask a question. Then call on a student in the other group to answer that question. Repeat until one group runs out of questions.
	1. Name three classes of vertebrates. (mammals, fish, reptiles)
	2. How many classes of vertebrates are there? (five)
	3. How do reptiles breathe? (through lungs)
	4. Name two examples of reptiles. (examples: lizards, snakes, turtles)
	5. How are reptiles most different from fish? (they breathe through lungs)
	6. How are reptiles similar to fish? (both are cold-blooded; both hatch from eggs)
	7. What do reptiles and mammals have in common? (both breathe through lungs)
	8. What does cold-blooded mean? (the animal’s body temperature changes according to the temperature around the animal)

	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part C- Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Call on two or three students to also read sentence #1 aloud.
	1. What language is spoken by most people in the largest Canadian province?
	2. That means that the temperature around them changes the temperature of their bodies.
	3. What do reptiles and mammals have in common?


	Repeat for sentences 2 and 3.
	Recommended Homework: Copy the map of Canada (contained in the Blackline Master Appendix) and pass out to students for study at home.
	Lesson 16
	Part A - Words in Context


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: The bang of the fireworks was deafening. My little sister covered her ears when she heard it.
	a. very quiet
	b. like music
	c. very loud
	d. very funny
	2. Model: Jen injured her knee playing soccer. She had to go to the doctor after practice.

	a. hurt
	b. helped
	c. saved


	Check and correct.
	d. pulled
	Part B - Vocabulary

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	deafening
	injured
	ditch
	attempt
	flesh
	intelligent

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Something that is very loud is called deafening. Music and fireworks are two things that can be deafening.
	2. Ditches are long holes. Cars can sometimes get stuck in ditches.
	3. Another way of saying intelligent is smart. Studying for tests is the intelligent thing to do.
	4. Injured means hurt. People try not to get injured.
	5. Another word for try is attempt. People should always attempt to do their best.


	Check and correct.
	6. Flesh can mean skin. Flesh can be a lot of different colors.
	Part C - Asking Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Monitor students as they write their questions. Assist them as needed.
	Call on a student to read a question after each sentence and then call on another student to answer that question.
	Part D- Memory Techniques

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Lake Huron flows into a smaller lake, and then into which Great Lake?
	2. The name of which lake is missing on this map?
	3. Which Great Lake is the smallest?


	Check and correct.
	4. Which lake is furthest to the east?
	Part E- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part F- Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part F.
	Call on two or three students to read sentence #1 aloud. Repeat for sentence #2
	1. Fiction is a type of writing created from the imagination of the writer.
	2. Studying for tests is the intelligent thing to do.

	Lesson 17
	Part A - Words in Context


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: The loud sound of my older sister’s music really irritates me when I’m trying to study.
	a. soothes
	b. bothers
	c. excites
	d. pleases
	2. Model: Don’t omit the table of contents from your report. All the parts need to be there.

	a. leave out
	b. include
	c. put
	d. type


	Check and correct.
	Part B - Mostly About

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Directions: Read the passage below, which is mostly about the string family of musical instruments in an orchestra, and then follow the directions.

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct. Point out to students that #2 is a fact, but it is not a small detail about the strings family of instruments.
	Part C- Memory Techniques

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Which two lakes flow into Lake Huron?
	2. The name of which lake is missing on this map?
	3. Which Great Lake is the largest?
	4. Which lake is furthest to the west?


	Check and correct.
	5. Which lake goes the furthest east?
	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work. If necessary, help students with the inference questions: #1 and #3.
	1. Which word best describes how Marcia felt about the new soccer season?
	a. eager
	b. afraid
	c. interested
	2. What had Marcia been practicing?

	a. the piano
	b. kicking
	c. skills
	3. When her teammates see Marcia play, they will probably be:

	a. tired
	b. at home
	c. surprised
	4. Write one question about this passage.


	Check and correct. Accept reasonable alternative answers for #4.
	Part E- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part F- Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part F.
	Call on two or three students to read sentence #1 aloud.
	1. She had been practicing her skills and she had gotten to be much better than the year before.
	2. Although a piano has strings, it is not usually considered part of the string family.


	Repeat for sentence #2.
	Lesson 18
	Part A - Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	omit
	injured
	irritates
	creases
	possessions

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. The things you own are your possessions.
	2. You can omit your middle initial on this form. It isn’t necessary.
	3. Makail got hit in the head with a softball during recess, but he’s not injured badly. He just has a little bump on his head.
	4. I stuffed my report into my backpack and it came out with creases all over it. My backpack was too full, I guess.


	Check and correct.
	5. When you scratch your fingernails on a chalkboard, the sound really irritates a lot of people.
	Part B - Mostly About

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Directions: Read the passage below, which is mostly about the percussion family of musical instruments in an orchestra, and then follow the directions.

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct. Point out to students that #1 is a fact, but it is not a small detail about the percussion family of instruments.
	Part C- Remembering What You Read

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. What is the second largest province in Canada?
	a. Ontario
	b. Québec
	c. Nova Scotia
	d. Newfoundland & Labrador
	2. The largest Canadian province is what?

	a. British Columbia
	b. Québec
	c. Alberta
	d. Ontario
	3. Ottawa is the capital city of what country?
	4. What English word is related to the Latin word insula?
	5. What is the largest city in Canada?

	a. Toronto
	b. Ottawa
	c. Alberta


	Check and correct.
	6. Which Canadian province is an island?
	7. The largest city in Canada is located in which province?
	Part D- Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Check and correct.
	Part E- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part F- Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part F.
	Call on two or three students to read sentence #1 aloud.
	1. The reason authors write fiction, usually, is to entertain the reader.
	2. Makail got hit in the head with a softball during recess, but he’s not injured badly.


	Repeat for sentence #2.
	Lesson 19
	Part A - Words in Context


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: The author of that book did a great job. He wrote it to be fun and easy to read.
	a. reader
	b. singer
	c. writer
	d. seller


	Check and correct.
	2. Model: My school’s banner looks great flying from its pole in the wind. You can see all of our school colors.
	a. flag
	b. window
	c. shirt
	d. balloon

	Part B - Mostly About

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Directions: Read the passage below, which is mostly about the brass family of musical instruments in an orchestra, and then follow the directions.

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct. Point out to students that #3 is a fact, but it is not a small detail about the brass family of instruments.
	Note: This is solely an oral activity. The questions appear in the student book, but students answer the questions orally.
	Part C- Reviewing Details

	Read each question about Canada to students. When most students have raised their hands, call on one student for the answer. See the Teacher’s Guide for an alternative way to lead this exercise.
	1. What is the capital city of Canada?
	2. What is the largest Great Lake?
	3. What is the largest province in Canada?
	4. What is the largest city in Canada?
	5. What is the smallest Great Lake:

	a. Lake Superior
	b. Lake Ontario
	6. What does Nova Scotia mean?
	7. What memory device helps you remember the names of the Great Lakes?
	8. Which Canadian province if furthest west?
	9. How many provinces does Canada have?


	Check and correct.
	10. What is the largest country in the world?
	Part D- Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. The names of which two lakes are missing on this map?
	2. Which two lakes flow into Lake Huron?
	3. Which Great Lake is the smallest?
	4. Which lake is furthest to the east?


	Check and correct.
	5. Which lake goes the furthest west?
	Part E- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Optional Prosody Exercise
	Part F- Reading Aloud

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part F.
	Call on two or three students to read sentence #1 aloud.
	1. What is the largest country in the world?
	2. Fiction is a type of writing created from the imagination of the writer, not from history or fact.


	Repeat for sentence #2.
	Lesson 20 - Test

	Note: The lesson begins with instruction on techniques for taking tests.
	Part A- Reading Comprehension Test Preparation

	Read or explain the material in Part A to students.
	Part B- Reading Comprehension Test Preparation (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they read the questions to themselves.
	1. What is the name of the place where a river begins?
	2. What is the longest river in the world?
	3. In the passage, the underlined word origin probably means:
	4. The Nile River is on which continent?


	While students have their papers turned over, ask volunteers to recall the questions listed in Part B. If the class can’t remember all the questions, give hints.
	5. What river carries more water than any other river in the world?
	6. Mark TWO kinds of sources for rivers.
	7. Put an X next to the two details from the passage.
	8. Why might the Mississippi River be the most important river in the United States?

	Note: This is the first part of the actual Lesson 20 Test.
	Part C- Test, Part 1: Reading Comprehension

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	1. What is the name of the place where a river begins?

	This is a literal comprehension question. “...the source of a river is where the river begins.”
	a. the mouth
	b. the source
	c. the channel

	This is a literal comprehension question. “The longest river in the word is the Nile River.”
	2. What is the longest River in the world?
	a. The Amazon
	b. The Mississippi
	c. The Nile

	This is a vocabulary question. The context shows that origin has the same meaning as source in the passage.
	3. In the passage, the underlined word origin probably means:
	a. where a river begins
	b. where a river ends
	c. the banks of a river

	This is a literal comprehension question. “...the Nile River, in Africa.”
	4. The Nile River is on which continent?
	a. Asia
	b. South America
	c. Africa

	This is a literal comprehension question. “...carries the most water, however, is the Amazon River...”
	5. What river carries more water than any other river in the world?
	a. the Amazon
	b. the Mississippi
	c. the Nile

	This is a literal question, but students must note two correct answers.
	6. Mark TWO kinds of sources for rivers.
	a. springs
	b. the ocean
	c. small streams

	This question requires some inference. The students must infer that “Rivers are interesting” is not a small detail from the passage.
	7. Put an X next to the two DETAILS from the passage.
	a. X The Amazon carries more water than any other river in the world.
	b. _Rivers are interesting.
	c. X A spring is where water comes up from out of the ground.


	This is an inference question. It is based on logic, in that the wrong answers are facts that would not make a river important.
	8. Why might the Mississippi River be the most important river in the United States?
	a. It is muddy.
	b. It runs past St. Louis.
	c. It is like a big highway for boats.
	d. It empties into the Gulf of Mexico.

	Proceed to Part D when students are finished. Part C will be corrected at the end of the lesson.
	Part D- Content Test

	Call on a student read the directions in Part D.
	Monitor students as they take this part of the test.
	1. What is the largest province in Canada?
	a. Québec
	b. British Columbia
	c. Ontario
	2. What is the smallest province in Canada?
	a. Nova Scotia
	b. Alberta
	c. Prince Edward Island
	3. What are the two official languages spoken in Canada?
	4. Which Canadian province is a peninsula?
	a. Prince Edward Island
	b. Nova Scotia
	c. Labrador and Newfoundland
	d. New Brunswick
	5. What is the name of the largest country in the world?

	a. Canada
	b. The United States
	c. Russia
	d. China
	6. Toronto is in which province?

	a. Ontario
	b. British Columbia
	c. New Brunswick
	d. Nova Scotia
	7. The name of which lake is missing on the map below?


	Check and correct. Explain why right answers are right and/or why wrong answers are wrong.
	Recommended Homework: Copy the article on Bald Eagles (contained in the Blackline Master Appendix) and pass it out to students. ...
	Lesson 21
	Part A - Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	author
	banner
	irritates
	omit
	circular

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. I want to buy the banner of my favorite baseball team. I can’t fly it from a pole, but I can hang it up in my room.
	2. It really irritates me when it rains and I can’t play baseball.
	3. For years people thought the Earth was flat, but then they found out it is circular.
	4. I love writing stories, so I was thinking of becoming an author when I grow up.


	Check and correct.
	5. I have trouble spelling, so I always double check my writing to make sure I didn’t omit any letters.
	Part B- Asking Questions

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Monitor students as they write their questions. Assist them as needed. Note: before students answer questions, you should make sure they can correctly pronounce Saskatchewan.
	Call on a student to read a question and then call on another student to answer it. Repeat these steps for several questions.
	1. How many Canadian Provinces have we studied before this lesson? (8)
	2. How many Canadian Provinces are there altogether? (10)
	3. What are the two new provinces in the passage above? (Saskatchewan and Manitoba)
	4. Saskatchewan is what direction from Alberta? (east)
	5. What kind of soil does the Saskatchewan plain have? (rich soil)
	6. What crop grows especially well in Saskatchewan? (wheat)
	7. Manitoba is between which two provinces? (Saskatchewan and Ontario)
	8. Taken together, what are Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba called? (the prairie provinces)
	9. How is the southern part of Manitoba like Saskatchewan? (both are plains)
	10. According to the passage, what will you find in the middle part of Manitoba? (forests, thousands of lakes)

	Part C - Mostly About

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Directions: Read the passage below, which is mostly about the woodwind family of musical instruments in an orchestra. Next, answer the questions.

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct. Note for students that #2 is a fact, but it is not a small detail about the woodwind family of instruments.
	Part D- Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Part E - Bonus - Pronouns

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Before you have the students read the normal version of the passage, call on a student whose hand is raised. Accept answers such as: there are no pronouns; Barbara’s name is mentioned too often, etc.
	Lesson 22
	Part A - Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: Sue got a great bargain on her shoes! They were on sale and cost only $5.00.
	a. color
	b. deal
	c. number
	d. heel
	2. Model: They knew the mummy they found was ancient, but they had to do tests on it to find out just how old it was.

	a. dirty
	b. new
	c. very old
	d. broken


	Check and correct.
	Part B- Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct.
	Note: This is solely an oral activity. The questions appear in the student book, but students answer the questions orally.
	Part C- Reviewing Details

	Read each question about Canada to students. When most students have raised their hands, call on one student for the answer. See the Teacher’s Guide for an alternative way to lead this exercise.
	1. What is the largest city in Canada?
	2. What is the smallest province in Canada?
	3. How many provinces does Canada have?
	4. Which Canadian province has two names?

	a. British Columbia and Manitoba
	b. Newfoundland and Labrador
	c. Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
	d. Prince Edward Island and Saskatchewan
	5. What is the largest province in Canada?

	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, do cats usually go to a person who is calling their name?
	2. Why are there no moles or mice in Missy’s neighborhood?
	3. This is an inference question. The passage doesn’t say, but who is probably telling this story?

	a. just some person who likes cats
	b. a dog and cat doctor
	c. someone who lives in the same neighborhood as Missy
	d. someone who doesn’t like moles
	4. This is another inference question. When the person telling the story sees a dead mouse, she probably feels:

	a. grossed out
	b. happy
	c. irritated
	d. sad
	5. In this passage, intelligent means:


	Check and correct.
	6. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about Missy.
	Part E - Bonus - Pronouns

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 23
	Part A - Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	intelligent
	banners
	ancient
	author
	bargains

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. There are so many banners in the world. Every country has one and so do many states, cities, and towns.
	2. There is an ancient book in the museum which is under glass to protect it.
	3. Jane thinks very hard about every decision she makes. She wants to make intelligent choices.
	4. I can’t wait until my favorite author comes out with her new book.


	Check and correct.
	5. I’m trying to save money, so whenever I go shopping, I look for good bargains.
	Part B- Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	The easiest and most efficient way to do this activity is to have the students work on the chant chorally. See Page xxvi in the Guide for additional ideas.
	Part C- Remembering What You Read

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. What is the largest city in Canada?
	a. Toronto
	b. Ottawa
	c. Saskatchewan
	2. The largest Canadian province is what?

	a. British Columbia
	b. Québec
	c. Alberta
	d. Ontario
	3. What is the capital city of Canada?

	a. Toronto
	b. Ottawa
	c. Saskatchewan
	4. The English word “island” is related to which Latin word?

	a. prima
	b. scotia
	c. insula
	d. nova
	5. The province of Saskatchewan is bordered by Manitoba on the east and _____ on the west.

	a. Alberta
	b. British Columbia
	c. Ontario
	d. Québec
	6. Which Canadian province is an island?


	Check and correct.
	7. The “prairie provinces” are Saskatchewan, Alberta, and what?
	a. British Columbia
	b. Manitoba
	c. New Brunswick
	d. Ontario

	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, in what year was “You’re a Grand Old Flag” written?
	2. According to the passage, why did George Cohan change the name of his song?
	3. This is an inference question. The passage doesn’t say, but why do you think people didn’t like the flag being called a rag?

	a. people thought it didn’t make any sense
	b. people thought the word rag didn’t show respect for the flag
	c. people thought the word rag wouldn’t rhyme well
	d. people thought the song’s name should be shorter
	4. This is another inference question. How did people feel about the song once George changed the name of it?

	a. they loved it
	b. they didn’t like it
	c. the didn’t care about it
	d. they were angry about the change
	5. In this passage, famous means:
	6. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about “You’re a Grand Old Flag.”

	Part E - Bonus - Pronouns

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 24
	Part A - Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: I love making my baby sister giggle. I tell her jokes all the time.
	a. cry
	b. sing
	c. dance
	d. laugh


	Check and correct.
	2. Model: The loud music made my head ache. It felt awful.
	a. swim
	b. itch
	c. hurt
	d. full

	Part B - Parts of a Story

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	Part C- Parts of a Story

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Which of these belongs in Box 2?
	a. dog barks
	b. starts to rain
	c. dog goes in the garage
	2. Which of these belongs in Box 1?

	a. dog barks
	b. starts to rain
	c. dog goes in the garage
	3. Which of these belongs in Box 3?

	a. dog barks
	b. starts to rain


	Check and correct.
	c. dog goes in the garage

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Part D - Memory Techniques

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct.Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Part E- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part E.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, are sunflower plants big or small?
	2. What three things do plants need to live?
	3. This is an inference question. The passage doesn’t say, but what do you think the students might have done with the sunflower plants at the end of the year?

	a. thrown them away
	b. taken them home to enjoy at their houses
	c. stopped watering them so that they died
	d. cut them up
	4. This is another inference question. How would you feel if the sunflower you planted died?

	a. content
	b. proud
	c. lazy
	d. sad
	5. In this passage, gap means:


	Check and correct.
	6. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about planting sunflowers.
	Part F - Bonus - Pronouns

	Read or explain the material in Part F.
	Lesson 25

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part A.
	1. Name the largest city in Canada.

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	2. Most people in Québec speak what language?
	3. Name the Great Lakes.
	4. Name one of Canada’s three prairie provinces.
	5. What is the capital city of Canada?
	a. Toronto
	b. Manitoba
	c. Ottawa
	6. What is the largest of the Great Lakes?
	7. Write the names of the six provinces on this map that have arrows pointing to them.
	8. What country is directly south of Canada?
	9. Name the smallest Canadian province.


	Check and correct.
	Part B - Contest

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part B.
	1. Everyone will read the passage below about birds.
	2. After you read the passage, you will stop and write questions about what you just read.
	3. Groups take turns challenging the other group to answer a question.
	4. Each group gets a point for each correct answer.


	Give students about three minutes to write questions.
	Call on a student in one group to ask a question. Then call on a student in the other group to answer that question. Repeat until one group runs out of questions.
	1. What do we call a group of vertebrates? (classes)
	2. What three classes of animals did we read about earlier? (mammals, fish, reptiles)
	3. What is one way that birds are like mammals? (breath with lungs, warm- blooded
	4. What is one way that birds are like reptiles? (hatched from eggs)
	5. What do birds have instead of hair or fur? (feathers)
	6. What do all birds have? (wings)
	7. Are there birds that don’t fly? (yes)


	Recommended Homework: Copy the map of the Great Lakes (contained in the Blackline Master Appendix) and pass out to students for study at home.
	Lesson 26
	Part A - Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	giggle
	ache
	miserable
	ancient
	bargain

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Mark was miserable about his grade on the science test. He thought that he had studied enough, but he was wrong.
	2. The clowns at the circus are so funny. I always giggle when I see them.
	3. I ate popcorn, peanuts, hot dogs, and cotton candy at the baseball game. I think all that food made my stomach ache.
	4. My science teacher told me that alligators are ancient. They’ve been around for over 200 million years.


	Check and correct.
	5. A great way to get a bargain is to wait to go shopping until the end of every season.
	Part B - Reading Subject Matter Books

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	Part C- Reading Subject Matter Books

	Note: This is solely an oral activity. The questions appear in the student book, but students answer the questions orally.
	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Monitor students as they read.
	Call on a student to read a question and then call on one or more students to answer it. Repeat for each question.
	1. The title of this book tells us what the whole book is about. What is this book about? (science, general science)
	2. What do you already know about science? (Accept any reasonable responses. Examples: you do experiments; there are different types of science, such as biology, astronomy, etc.; scientists make discoveries)
	3. Why might this book be called General Science Today? (Accept reasonable responses. Example: the book isn’t about one type of science, such as biology)
	4. What is Unit 2 about? (the human body)
	5. What kinds of things do you think Unit 2 might tell us about? (Accept reasonable responses. Examples: muscles, bones, eyes, ears, the heart, the lungs, digestion, the brain, etc.)

	Part D- Parts of a Story

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Which of these belongs in Box 3?
	a. got on a plane
	b. got on a bus
	c. got on a train
	2. Which of these belongs in Box 2?

	a. got on a bus
	b. got on a plane
	c. got on a train
	3. Which of these belongs in Box 1?

	a. got on a train
	b. got on a bus


	Check and correct.
	c. got on a plane
	Part E- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part E.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, who was the first American in space?
	2. Who flew on Freedom 7?
	3. This is an inference question. The passage doesn’t say, but why do you think people always wanted to go to the moon?

	a. staying on Earth was boring
	b. the moon is close to the earth
	c. it was a great accomplishment
	d. it was easy
	4. This is another inference question. Why is Apollo 11 probably the most famous spacecraft ever?

	a. it was the first spacecraft to land on the moon
	b. it came after Freedom 7
	c. John Glenn, Jr. flew it
	d. it was made in America
	5. In this passage, orbit means:


	Check and correct.
	6. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about taking care of your teeth.
	Part F - Bonus - Pronouns

	Read or explain the material in Part F.
	Lesson 27
	Part A - Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: I try not to argue with people. I think any problem can be talked through.
	a. fight
	b. sing
	c. laugh
	d. cry
	2. Model: To make a milk shake, you have to blend ice cream and milk. Ice cream and milk taste great together!

	a. freeze
	b. hold
	c. turn


	Check and correct.
	d. mix
	Part B- Reading Subject Matter Books

	Note: This is solely an oral activity. The questions appear in the student book, but students answer the questions orally.
	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Monitor students as they read.
	Call on a student to read a question and then call on one or more students to answer it. Repeat for each question.
	1. What does the title of this book tell us? (Examples: the whole book is about science, general science)
	2. What is Unit 2 about? (the human body)
	3. The word “skeletal” is related to the word “skeleton.” What is Unit 2, Chapter 2 probably about? (bones)
	4. What human organs would you be reading about in Unit 2, Chapter 4? (eyes)
	5. What human organs would you be reading about in Unit 2, Chapter 5? (ears)
	6. What do you already know about muscles? (Accept any reasonable responses.)

	Part C - Memory Techniques

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct.
	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, who did the Navajo learn sand painting from?
	2. What colors are used most in sand painting?
	3. This is an inference question. The passage doesn’t say, but why do you think balance might need to be restored in a Navajo ceremony?

	a. it is raining
	b. it is night
	c. someone is sick
	d. the seasons change
	4. This is another inference question. Why do outsiders rarely get to see a Navajo ceremony with a sand painting?

	a. the Navajos are embarrassed
	b. it is a sacred event only for Navajos
	c. there is not enough room for everyone
	d. they can’t afford to invite everyone
	5. In this passage, ancient means:


	Check and correct.
	6. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about Navajo sand paintings.
	Part F - Bonus - Pronouns

	Read or explain the material in Part F.
	Lesson 28
	Part A - Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	ached
	giggling
	argue
	blend
	brief

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. When my mom makes cookies, she uses a hand mixer to blend everything together.
	2. My arms ached for a week after tennis practice.
	3. I hate when my friends argue. I like it much better when everyone gets along.
	4. When my daddy tickles me, I can’t stop giggling.


	Check and correct.
	5. We had a brief spelling test on Friday. It was only five words long.
	Part B- Reading Subject Matter Books

	Note: This is solely an oral activity. The questions appear in the student book, but students answer the questions orally.
	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Monitor students as they read.
	Call on a student to read a question and then call on one or more students to answer it. Repeat for each question.
	1. What is Unit 2, Chapter 1 probably about? (the muscle system)
	2. What do you know about muscles? (Accept reasonable answers. Examples: they help us move; your heart is a muscle; they’re all over our bodies)
	3. Muscles are attached to different parts of our bodies. What part of our bodies do you think skeletal muscles are attached to? Hint: Skeletal means anything having to do with your bones. (bones)
	4. Where do you think you find Cardiac Muscles? Hint: Cardiac means anything having to do with your heart. (heart)
	5. What are some ways you can think of to take care of your muscles? (Accept any reasonable responses. Examples: exercise; eating right)

	Part C- Parts of a Story

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Which of these belongs in Box 2?
	a. baby was born
	b. bought some flowers
	c. went to the hospital
	2. Which of these belongs in Box 3?

	a. went to the hospital
	b. baby was born
	c. bought some flowers
	3. Which of these belongs in Box 1?

	a. bought some flowers
	b. went to the hospital


	Check and correct.
	c. baby was born
	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, what state in the U.S. grows the most potatoes?
	2. What vitamins and nutrients do potatoes have?
	3. This is an inference question. The passage doesn’t say, but why do you think people in Europe first thought that potatoes were evil and caused disease?

	a. they were brown
	b. the royalty liked them
	c. the Incas told them potatoes would make them sick
	d. they were scared of something new
	4. This is another inference question. Why do you think Castellanos brought potatoes from Peru back to Europe with him?

	a. he thought they tasted good
	b. he wanted to make everyone in Europe sick
	c. he wanted something heavy to put in his ship
	d. he wanted to steal from the Incas
	5. In this passage, crates means:


	Check and correct.
	6. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about potatoes.
	Part E - Bonus - Pronouns

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 29
	Part A- Reading Subject Matter Books-Word Pronunciation


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Read “contracting” to students and ask all of them to pronounce the word. Repeat for each word.
	1. contracting (cun TRAKT ing)
	2. voluntary (VOL un tear ee)
	3. involuntary (in VOL un tear ee)
	4. elastic (UH las tik)
	5. cardiac (CAR dee ak)
	6. skeletal (SKELL ut tul)
	7. digest (die JEST)
	8. vessels (VES uls)
	9. deltoids (DELL toydz)
	10. rectus abdominus (RECK tus ab DOM un us)
	11. biceps (BYE seps)
	12. tendons (TEN dunz)
	13. aerobic (air OH bick)

	Part B- Memory Techniques

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct.
	Part C- Parts of a Story

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Which of these belongs in Box 1?
	a. go home for dinner
	b. pick out books
	c. get ice cream
	2. Which of these belongs in Box 3?

	a. pick out books
	b. get ice cream
	c. go home for dinner
	3. Which of these belongs in Box 2?

	a. get ice cream
	b. go home for dinner


	Check and correct.
	c. pick out books
	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, how old do platypuses usually grow to be?
	2. What do platypuses eat?
	3. This is an inference question. The passage doesn’t say, but why do you think the author thinks that platypuses are funny looking?

	a. they have parts that look like many different kinds of animals
	b. other animals don’t like them
	c. they always hide so you can’t see what they look like
	d. they make funny faces
	4. This is another inference question. What do you think the male platypus uses his venom for?

	a. to dig in the mud
	b. to scratch his fur
	c. to protect himself from enemies
	d. to swim
	5. In this passage, blend means:


	Check and correct.
	6. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about the platypus.
	Part E - Bonus - Pronouns

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 30

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	1. Name the largest Canadian province.

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	2. Name one Canadian maritime province.
	3. In which Canadian province do most people speak French?
	4. Name one of Canada’s three prairie provinces.
	5. Which Canadian province is furthest west?
	a. Manitoba
	b. Ontario
	c. British Columbia
	6. Name the Great Lakes.
	7. Write the names of the Canadian provinces missing on the map below.
	8. What country is directly south of Canada?
	9. Name the smallest Canadian province.


	Check and correct.
	Part B - Contest

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	1. Everyone will read the passage below about classes of animals.
	2. At the end of the passage, you will write questions about what you just read.
	3. Groups take turns challenging the other group to answer three question from each part of the passage.
	4. Each group gets a point for each correct answer.


	Give students about a minute or two to read the first part of the passage.
	Give students about three minutes to write questions.
	Call on a student in one group to ask a question. Then call on a student in the other group to answer that question. Repeat for two more questions.
	1. What is the literal meaning of “amphibian?”
	2. How are amphibians born?
	3. How do amphibians breathe during the first stage of their lives?
	4. How are amphibians like fish?
	5. How do amphibians breath during the second stage of their lives?
	6. Where do amphibians live in their first stage?
	7. What is an example of an amphibian?
	8. Name five classes of animals.
	9. How are birds and the second stage of amphibians alike?


	Recommended Homework: Copy the list of specialized words from the chapter on muscles (contained in the Blackline Masters Appendix). Pass it out to students and have them study pronunciations at home.
	Lesson 31
	Part A - Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: We had to put my dog in a plastic crate when we took him on the plane. We had to lock it to make sure he didn’t get out.
	a. box
	b. chair
	c. car
	d. room
	2. Model: I donned my best coat to go out for dinner for my birthday. I was happy it was cold enough to wear a coat.

	a. took off
	b. threw out
	c. put on


	Check and correct.
	d. washed
	Part B- Memory Techniques

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct.
	Part C- Parts of a Story

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Which of these belongs in Box 1?
	a. school bus drops off students
	b. paper delivered
	c. mail is delivered
	2. Which of these belongs in Box 3?

	a. paper is delivered
	b. mail is delivered
	c. school bus drops off students
	3. Which of these belongs in Box 2?

	a. mail is delivered
	b. paper is delivered


	Check and correct.
	c. school bus drops off students
	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, when were the first Olympics held?
	2. Where were the first modern Olympics held?
	3. Why do you think the Olympics are held every four years?

	a. no one wants to watch it each year
	b. it is tradition
	c. it takes that long to travel to the games
	d. four is an even number
	4. When do you think the opening ceremonies of the Olympics take place?

	a. a month before the games start
	b. on the last day
	c. when someone wins a medal
	d. on the first day
	5. In this passage, banner means:
	6. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about the Olympics.

	Part E - Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 32
	Part A - Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	crate
	donned
	argue
	blend
	gap

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. My grandma sent us fruit and it came in a wooden crate.
	2. My dentist said I need braces because of the gap between my two front teeth.
	3. My sister and I never argue. She’s my best friend.
	4. When my dad asked me to help him work in the garden, I donned a pair of old jeans.


	Check and correct.
	5. I like all kinds of music, so I like radio stations that play a blend of everything.
	Part B - Reading Subject Matter Books

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part B.
	Monitor students as they work. Make sure they answer questions for a paragraph immediately after they read that paragraph.
	1. When a muscle pulls and becomes shorter, that is called:
	2. Which job do muscles not do?

	a. make it possible for you to walk
	b. pump blood through your body
	c. do math problems
	d. make it possible for you to play a sport
	3. How many muscles do we have in our bodies?
	4. Which two things are true about your heart?

	a. it is a pump
	b. it is a skeletal muscle
	c. it is made of muscles
	5. Are smooth muscles voluntary or involuntary?
	6. A voluntary muscle is a muscle you can:
	7. When we say someone is strong, we are probably talking about what type of muscle?

	a. smooth
	b. cardiac
	c. skeletal
	8. What do tendons connect?
	9. Tendons are like:

	a. rope
	b. muscles
	c. bones


	Check and correct.
	10. What two important things do your muscles do?
	Part C - Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part C.
	Lesson 33
	Part A - Counting Pronouns


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct
	Part B - Parts of a Story

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	Part C- Parts of a Story

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Monitor students as they work. Encourage them to answer the question without looking back at the story.
	1. Which of these belongs in Box 2? That is, which event happened between the thing in Box 1 and the thing in Box 3?
	a. dog got angry
	b. ate breakfast
	c. left for meeting


	Check and correct.
	d. worked on funny movie
	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, what language does the word “origami” come from?
	2. What are two of the four most common base folds in origami?
	3. Why do you think you need to know the four common base folds in order to do origami?

	a. so that you can make harder folds
	b. so that you can pass the test
	c. so that you can pick the right paper
	d. so that you can learn Japanese
	4. Where do you think origami was invented?

	a. Brazil
	b. Germany
	c. Japan
	d. United States
	5. In this passage, creases means:
	6. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about origami.


	Check and correct.
	Part E - Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 34
	Part A - Counting Pronouns


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct.
	Part B - Vocabulary (Matching)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	a. a type of box
	b. hurts
	c. mix together
	d. very unhappy
	e. very old


	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. miserable d
	2. crate a
	3. aches b
	4. blend c


	Check and correct.
	5. ancient e
	Part C- Reading Subject Matter Books

	Read or explain the material in Part C.
	Part D- Reading Subject Matter Books (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Walk around and monitor students as they read the questions to themselves.
	1. What do we call muscles that we can control ourselves?
	2. What do we call muscles that we can not control ourselves?
	3. Name the three types of muscles.
	4. What kind of muscle is your heart?


	While students have their workbooks closed, ask volunteers to recall the questions listed in Part D. If the class can’t remember all the questions, give hints.
	5. What type of muscle surrounds the stomach and blood vessels?
	6. The muscles that move your arms and legs are what type of muscle?
	7. Which muscle group is not below your ribs?
	8. What attaches muscles to bones?
	9. Your muscles do what two important things?
	10. Aerobic exercise helps strengthen which two types of muscles?
	Part E - Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 35

	NOTE: This is the last lesson in which students will be asked about Canada and The Great Lakes.
	Call on a student to read the directions for Part A.
	1. Name the largest city in Canada.

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	2. Name the smallest province in Canada.
	3. Name the largest province in Canada?
	4. Write the names of all ten Canadian provinces.
	5. Write the names of the Great Lakes by the arrows pointing to each one.

	Check and correct.
	Part B - Contest

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	1. Everyone will read the passage below about hearing.
	2. At the end of the passage, you will write questions about what you just read.
	3. Groups take turns challenging the other group to answer three question from each part of the passage.
	4. Each group gets a point for each correct answer.


	Give students about a minute or two to read the passage.
	Give students about three minutes to write questions.
	Call on a student in one group to ask a question. Then call on a student in the other group to answer that question. Repeat for two more questions.
	1. How is sound created? (through vibrations)
	2. What parts of our ears help us hear? (eardrum, small bones, nerves)
	3. What happens when sound waves hit your ear? (you hear a sound)
	4. How does sound travel through the air? (in waves)
	5. How do scientists explain sound? (through vibrations and sound waves)
	6. What is one of your five senses? (hearing)
	7. What happens if sound has to travel a long distance? (it loses energy; it gets softer)


	Recommended Homework: Copy the worksheet on ordering events of a story (contained in the Blackline Master Appendix). Pass out to students to complete at home.
	Lesson 36
	Part A - Parts of a Story


	Read or explain the material in Part A.
	Part B- Parts of a Story

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Monitor students as they work. Encourage them to answer the question without looking back at the story.
	1. Which of these belongs in Box 2? That is, which event happened between the thing in Box 1 and the thing in Box 3?
	a. soccer game
	b. family party
	c. baseball practice


	Check and correct.
	d. picked up pizza
	Part C - Reading Subject Matter Books

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Monitor students as they work. Make sure students look at the end-of-chapter questions first. Help students with the pronunciation of glossary words.
	1. What do we call muscles that we can control ourselves?
	2. What do we call muscles that we can not control ourselves?
	3. Name the three types of muscles.
	4. What kind of muscle is your heart?
	5. What type of muscle surrounds the stomach and blood vessels?
	6. The muscles that move your arms and legs are what type of muscle?
	7. Which muscle group is not below your ribs?
	8. What attaches muscles to bones?
	9. Your muscles do what two important things?
	10. Aerobic exercise helps strengthen which two types of muscles?

	Part D - Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Lesson 37
	Part A- Counting Pronouns


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct
	Part B- Vocabulary (Matching)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	a. space
	b. flag
	c. folds
	d. put on
	e. smart


	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. creases c
	2. banner b
	3. intelligent e
	4. gap a


	Check and correct.
	5. donned d
	Part C- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, what area of the country is most likely to experience hurricanes?
	2. How high can tsunamis be?
	3. What part of the country do you think is most likely to experience winter storms?

	a. places that get lots of snow
	b. places that stay warm in the winter
	c. places where it never snows
	d. the desert
	4. Where do you think is the most dangerous place to be in a natural disaster?

	a. in the basement
	b. in a storm shelter
	c. outside
	5. In this passage, possessions means:
	6. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about natural disasters.


	Check and correct.
	Part D - Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Lesson 38
	Part A- Parts of a Story


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Monitor students as they work. Encourage them to answer the question without looking back at the story.
	1. Which of these belongs in Box 2? That is, which event happened between the thing in Box 1 and the thing in Box 3?
	a. phone call
	b. lunch
	c. social studies


	Check and correct.
	d. homework
	Part B - Reading Subject Matter Books

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part B.
	Monitor students as they work. Help students with the pronunciation of glossary words. Students should read fairly quickly because of the work they have already done on this chapter.
	1. What do we call muscles that we can control ourselves?
	2. What do we call muscles that we can not control ourselves?
	3. Name the three types of muscles.
	4. What kind of muscle is your heart?
	5. What type of muscle surrounds the stomach and blood vessels?
	6. The muscles that move your arms and legs are what type of muscle?
	7. Which muscle group is not below your ribs?

	a. abs
	b. abdominal
	c. deltoids
	d. abdominus rectus
	8. What attaches muscles to bones?
	9. Your muscles do what two important things?


	Check and correct.
	10. Aerobic exercise helps strengthen which two types of muscles?
	Part C- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part C.
	Lesson 39
	Part A - Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: It started to rain when I was walking home from school. Because I didn’t have an umbrella, my hair got damp.
	a. blue
	b. long
	c. wet
	d. straight
	2. Model: I had a horrible day. I failed my math test, I scraped my knee during recess, and I missed my bus home.

	a. very bad
	b. very good
	c. strange


	Check and correct.
	d. happy
	Part B- Vocabulary (Matching)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	a. smell
	b. deal
	c. damp
	d. smart
	e. long hole


	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. wet c
	2. ditch e
	3. scent a
	4. bargain b


	Check and correct.
	5. intelligent d
	Part C- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part C.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, what does a pastry chef do?
	2. What is the author’s favorite dessert?
	3. Is this passage fiction or nonfiction?
	4. Why do you think you need to preheat the oven?

	a. so that the cookies don’t get eaten
	b. so that it is clean
	c. so that the oven can rest
	d. so it is hot when you put the cookies in to bake
	5. What do you think you need to do to the eggs before mixing them with the sugar and vanilla?

	a. color them
	b. break them
	c. wash them
	d. cook them
	6. Look at the last paragraph of the passage. Count how many times the pronouns he, him, or his are used to refer to my dad.
	7. In this passage, scent means:
	8. Which belongs in box 2 below?

	a. eat cookies
	b. watch cookies bake
	c. mix ingredients
	9. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about making chocolate chip cookies.


	Check and correct.
	Part D - Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Lesson 40
	Part A- Reading Comprehension Test Preparation


	Read or explain the material in Part A to students.
	Part B- Reading Comprehension Test Preparation (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they read the questions to themselves.
	1. According to the passage, what are two things you should pay attention to when proofreading a report?
	2. What is the first version of a written paper called?
	3. Is this passage fiction or nonfiction?
	4. Why do you think teachers make students write reports?


	While students have their papers turned over, ask volunteers to recall the questions listed in Part B. If the class can’t remember all the questions, give hints.
	5. Why do you think it is important to make sure that information you get from the internet is from a good source?
	6. Look at the third paragraph of the passage. Count how many times the pronouns she and her are used to refer to my teacher.
	7. In this passage, attempt means:
	8. Which belongs in box 2 below?
	9. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about writing a report.

	Note: This is the actual Lesson 40 Test.
	Part C- Test - Reading Comprehension

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Monitor students while they work.
	This is a literal comprehension question. “Pay attention to spelling, grammar, and punctuation.”
	1. According to the passage, what are two things you should pay attention to when proofreading a report?

	This is a literal comprehension question. “The first version that you write is called a draft.”
	2. What is the first version of a written paper called?

	This is an inference question.
	3. Is this passage fiction or nonfiction?

	This is an inference question.
	4. Why do you think teachers make students write reports?
	a. so that they don’t have time to play sports
	b. so that they have something to do over the weekend
	c. so that they can learn something new
	d. so that they don’t get bored


	This is an inference question.
	5. Why do you think it is important to make sure that information you get from the internet is from a good source?
	a. to make sure it is not old
	b. so you can print it
	c. to make sure there are pictures
	d. to make sure it is true


	This is a counting pronouns question.
	6. Look at the third paragraph of the passage. Count how many times the pronouns she and her are used to refer to my teacher.

	This is a vocabulary question.
	7. In this passage, attempt means:

	This is a question on parts of the story. Looking for information comes after picking a topic and before writing a report.
	8. Which belongs in box 2 below?
	a. get a grade
	b. look for information
	c. hand in the report


	This question requires some literal comprehension and some inference to know which sentences are small details from the passage.
	9. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about writing a report.

	Check and correct.
	Part D- Contest

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	1. Everyone will read the passage below about sight.
	2. At the end of the passage, you will stop reading and turn your paper over.
	3. With your paper turned over, write down as many questions about the passage as you can think of.
	4. Groups take turns challenging the other group to answer questions from the passage.
	5. Each group gets a point for each correct answer.


	Give students about a couple minutes to read the passage. NOTE: Students will need an extra piece of paper to write questions while they have their workbooks closed.
	Give students about three minutes to write questions.
	Call on a student in one group to ask a question. Then call on a student in the other group to answer that question. Repeat for two more questions.
	1. What body part do we use to see? (eyes)
	2. What part of our eyes is like the lens of a camera? (cornea)
	3. What part of our eyes is like the film of a camera? (retina)
	4. How does the image of an object travel from the eye to the brain? (optic nerve)
	5. What part of your body is like a film developer? (brain)
	6. What is one of your five senses? (sight)
	7. What is reflected on our cornea when we see? (light)


	Recommended Homework: Copy the article on slugs (contained in the Blackline Master Appendix) and pass it out to students. Ask st...
	Lesson 41
	Part A- What Will Happen Next


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	a. The person telling the story will return to the house to get her project.
	b. The person telling the story will jump in the car and drive off to school without her own project.
	c. The person’s mom will tell the person telling the story to go back in the house and get the project.


	Check and correct. Explain that “b” is the most likely thing that will happen because the person telling the story is very distr...
	d. The person telling the story will remember the project, but will leave it home on purpose in order to get to school on time.
	Part B- Vocabulary

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	a. things you own
	b. smell
	c. try
	d. fight
	e. short


	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. argue d
	2. brief e
	3. possessions a
	4. scent b


	Check and correct.
	5. attempt c
	Part C- Reading Subject Matter Books

	Note: This is solely an oral activity. The questions appear in the student book, but students answer the questions orally.
	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Monitor students as they read.
	Call on a student to read a question and then call on one or more students to answer it. Repeat for each question.
	1. What is Unit 2, Chapter 2 probably about? (the skeletal system, bones)
	2. What is the human spine? (the backbone, the bones up the middle of our back)
	3. Do you think bones are dead or living, and why do you think so? (Examples: Bones are living. They grow. They help make blood. They heal when you break them. Bones in museums make it look like bones are dead.)
	4. What are the names of some human bones? (Accept reasonable responses. Examples: spine, skull, ribs)
	5. What do you already know about bones? (Accept any reasonable responses.)

	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, what chemical helps trees make their own food?
	2. What are trees that stay green throughout the whole year called?
	3. Is this passage fiction or nonfiction?
	4. Why do you think deciduous trees drop their leaves in the fall?

	a. there is not enough sun in the winter for the leaves to make food
	b. no one likes to look at trees in the winter
	c. the leaves would get in the way of snow falling
	d. trees die each fall
	5. Why do you think the fall colors are less bright when there is a lot of rain?

	a. the trees don’t know that winter is coming
	b. the trees get depressed
	c. the leaves don’t get the sunshine they need to change color
	d. the trees want the leaves to protect them from the rain
	6. Look at the second paragraph of the passage. Count how many times pronouns are used to refer to trees.
	7. In this passage, brief means:
	8. Which belongs in box 2 below?

	a. it rains
	b. there is less sunshine
	c. it is cold
	9. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about leaves changing color in the fall.


	Check and correct.
	Part E- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 42
	Part A - What Will Happen Next


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	a. they will go home with the tiny brown puppy
	b. the mom will say they still can’t get a dog
	c. they will get a different dog from the shelter


	Check and correct. Explain that “a” is the most likely thing that will happen. Explain that there are several reasons: 1) the na...
	Part B- Classification

	Call on a student to read directions in Part B.
	Complete the first item with students.
	1. got in the car
	a. going hunting
	b. going to a hotel for a vacation
	c. camping
	d. fishing


	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	2. make the bed
	a. homework
	b. household chores
	c. cleaning
	d. things in the living room
	3. hit the ball with a bat


	Check and correct. If necessary, explain why “wrong” answers are not the best answer.
	a. playing baseball
	b. playing with balls
	c. football
	d. P.E. class

	Part C- Reading Subject Matter Books-Word Pronunciation

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Read “minerals” to students and ask all of them to pronounce the word. Repeat for each word.
	1. minerals (MIN er uls)
	2. calcium (CAL see um)
	3. skull (skul)
	4. jaw (jaw)
	5. stirrup (STIR up)
	6. vertebra (VER tuh bruh)
	7. spinal cord (SPY nul kord)
	8. vertebrae (VER tuh bray)
	9. organs (OR guns)
	10. sternum (STIR num)

	Part D - Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Lesson 43
	Part A- Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	a. skin
	b. leave out
	c. writer
	d. laugh
	e. round


	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. omit b
	2. flesh a
	3. giggle d
	4. circular e


	Check and correct.
	5. author c
	Part B- Reading Subject Matter Books-Word Pronunciation

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part B.
	Read “radius” to students and ask all of them to pronounce the word. Repeat for each word.
	1. radius (RAY dee us)
	2. ulna (UL nuh)
	3. humerus (HYOU mer us)
	4. pelvis (PELL vus)
	5. femur (FEE mer)
	6. tibia (TIB ee uh)
	7. fibula (FIB you luh)
	8. patella (PAH tell uh)
	9. joint (JOYNT)
	10. socket (SOCK ut)
	11. ligaments (LIG uh ments)

	Part C- Classification

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	1. got a ball

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	a. making baskets from straw
	b. playing in your yard
	c. at school
	d. playing basketball
	2. sit at a desk

	a. at a camp
	b. at home
	c. in school
	d. when you exercise
	3. sit down


	Check and correct. If necessary, explain why “wrong” answers are not the best answer.
	a. practicing a musical instrument
	b. singing
	c. preforming with a band
	d. listening to music

	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, what country were the Roanoke settlers from?
	2. When was Roanoke first spotted by English explorers?
	3. Is this passage fiction or nonfiction?
	4. Why do you think the first settlers wanted to leave Roanoke to go back to England?

	a. they didn’t like the weather in America
	b. they didn’t have enough food
	c. they didn’t know how to speak English
	d. they were bored
	5. Why do you think that people wanted to settle in Roanoke?

	a. they thought that they could start a new community in America
	b. they didn’t have any friends in England
	c. they thought that the land was better in America
	d. they though that the food was better in America
	6. Look at the third paragraph of the passage. Count how many times pronouns are used to refer to Virginia Dare.
	7. In this passage, argue means:
	8. Which belongs in box 1 below?

	a. settlers disappear
	b. settlers argue with the indians on Roanoke
	c. explorers see Roanoke for the first time
	9. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about the Roanoke colony.


	Check and correct.
	Part E Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 44
	Part A - What Will Happen Next


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	a. Anna will lose the race.
	b. There will be a tie.
	c. Anna will get hurt and won’t be able to race.


	Check and correct. Explain that “d” is the most likely thing that will happen because Anna had beaten the girl before and she sw...
	d. Anna will win the race.
	Part B- Classification

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	1. drop cloth
	a. working outside
	b. cleaning the house
	c. painting a model
	d. painting a room in a house


	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	2. brushed my teeth
	a. going to bed
	b. getting up in the morning
	c. getting ready for school
	d. getting ready for a party


	Check and correct.
	3. parked the car
	a. going out to dinner
	b. taking driving lessons
	c. shopping
	d. going on vacation

	Part C- Reading Subject Matter Books

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part C.
	Monitor students as they work. Make sure they answer questions for a paragraph immediately after they read that paragraph.
	1. How many bones do we have in our body?
	2. Which job do bones not do?

	a. protect organs
	b. help us breathe
	c. make blood cells
	d. store minerals
	3. What parts of our bodies are attached to our bones?
	4. Which organ does your skull protect?

	a. heart
	b. brain
	c. lungs
	5. What is another name for the spine?
	6. What are the most important organs that the ribs protect?
	7. What are the ribs like?

	a. a cage
	b. a pump
	c. ropes
	8. Do the wrist and hand bones protect organs?
	9. How many bones are there in each wrist and hand?

	a. 24
	b. 3
	c. 54
	10. Why are your leg bones large?
	11. What is the bone between your pelvis and knee called?
	12. What do joints do?


	Check and correct.
	13. Name two foods that give your body calcium?
	Part D Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Lesson 45
	Part A- Quiz


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, why did the pilgrims want to leave England?
	2. Where did the Mayflower first land?
	3. Is this passage fiction or nonfiction?
	4. How do you think the pilgrims felt during their first winter in the Plymouth colony?

	a. silly
	b. strong
	c. happy
	d. worried
	5. Why do you think the pilgrims wanted to invite the Native Americans to the first Thanksgiving?

	a. to learn their language
	b. to thank them for their help
	c. to teach them how to cook
	d. to see what kind of clothes they wore
	6. Look at the third paragraph of the passage. Count how many times pronouns are used to refer to the pilgrims.
	7. In this passage, constructed means:
	8. Which belongs in box 2 below?

	a. sailed on the Mayflower
	b. had the first Thanksgiving
	c. harvested the food
	9. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about the Plymouth colony.


	Check and correct.
	a. counting pronouns
	b. classifying
	c. asking a literal question

	Part B- Contest

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	1. Everyone will read the passage below about the sense of smell.
	2. At the end of the passage you will stop and write questions about what you just read.
	3. Groups take turns challenging the other group to answer three question from each part of the passage.
	4. Each group gets a point for each correct answer.


	Give students about a minute or two to read the passage.
	Give students about three minutes to write questions.
	Call on a student in one group to ask a question. Then call on a student in the other group to answer that question. Repeat for two more questions.
	1. What part of the body allows us to smell? (nose)
	2. What causes smells? (odor chemicals)
	3. How do you know what you are smelling? (nerves in the nose send signals to the brain)
	4. What part of the body decides whether a smell is good or bad? (brain)
	5. How many different smells can you tell the difference between? (4,000 to 10,000)
	6. What other sense is smell related to? (taste)
	7. Name two of your five senses? (smell, taste, hearing, seeing, feeling)


	Recommended Homework: Copy the list of specialized words from the chapter on bones (contained in the Blackline Masters Appendix). Pass it out to students and have them study pronunciations at home.
	Lesson 46
	Part A- Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: There has always been an empty lot next to my apartment building. Last week someone bought it and they are going to construct an office building on the lot.
	a. tear down
	b. build
	c. fix
	d. own
	2. Model: My uncle had to have heart surgery last week. He is feeling much better and the doctor says he will be released from the hospital next week. We’ll be happy to have him home.

	a. let go
	b. kicked out
	c. billed


	Check and correct.
	d. moved
	Part B- Classification

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	1. classical

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	a. sports
	b. music
	c. careers
	d. people
	2. peanut butter and jelly

	a. restaurants
	b. fruits
	c. sandwiches
	d. breakfast foods
	3. painting


	Check and correct. If necessary, explain why “wrong” answers are not the best answer.
	a. hobbies
	b. feelings
	c. schools
	d. chores

	Part C- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, when did Copernicus come up with his theory?
	2. Did Copernicus use a telescope in coming up with his theory?
	3. This passage tells facts about a real person’s life. Is it fiction or nonfiction?
	4. Why do you think Copernicus came up with his theory?

	a. because he was bored
	b. because he didn’t think the old theory was correct
	c. because he wanted to be famous
	d. because he liked disagreeing with people
	5. In this passage, astronomer means:
	6. Which belongs in box 2 below?

	a. telescope is invented
	b. Copernicus published theory
	c. Copernicus studied sun, planets, and stars


	Check and correct. Accept reasonable alternative answers to #5.
	Part D- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	There was a young lady whose chin,
	Resembled the point of a pin;
	So she had it made sharp,
	And purchased a harp,
	And played several tunes with her chin.
	Lesson 47
	Part A- Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	a. buy
	b. build
	c. flag
	d. very loud
	e. let go


	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. construct b
	2. purchase a
	3. release e
	4. deafening d


	Check and correct.
	5. banner c
	Part B- Classification

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B
	1. cake

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	a. going to school
	b. going on vacation
	c. baby sitting
	d. having a birthday party
	2. paper

	a. take to the pool
	b. take to school
	c. take to visit your grandmother
	d. take to soccer practice
	3. go to the locker room


	Check and correct. If necessary, explain why “wrong” answers are not the best answer.
	a. taking swimming lessons
	b. going to the beach
	c. going to a baseball game
	d. taking gymnastics lessons

	Part C - Reading Subject Matter Books

	Read or explain the material in Part C.
	Part D- Reading Subject Matter Books (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Walk around and monitor students as they read the questions to themselves.
	1. What is another name for the backbone?
	2. What is a vertebra?
	3. What do your ribs not protect?
	4. There are 54 bones in your:
	5. Do the bones in your arms, wrists, hands, and fingers protect any organs?


	While students have their workbooks closed, ask volunteers to recall the questions listed in Part D. If the class can’t remember all the questions, give hints.
	6. What is the name of the bone between your pelvis and your knee?
	7. What does your pelvis not do?
	8. Name a part of your body that has a joint that moves like the hinge in a door.
	9. What do your bones need that you can get by eating yogurt and other dairy products?
	Part E- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part E.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, in what grade do kids get to study the solar system?
	2. What was the author’s final project?
	3. How do you think the author feels about the fact that his little sister looks up to him?

	a. annoyed
	b. jealous
	c. proud
	d. sad
	4. Look at the third paragraph of the passage. Count how many times pronouns are used to refer to Olivia.
	5. Which belongs in box 3 below?

	a. made rings around the planets that have rings
	b. taught Olivia about the solar system
	c. started fifth grade
	6. What do you think would be the best way for Olivia to learn more about the solar system?


	Check and correct.
	a. the local library
	b. her class at school
	c. her parents
	d. study her brother’s model

	Part F- Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part F.
	There was an old person of Dover,
	da DUM da da DUM da da DUM da
	Who rushed through a field of blue clover;
	da DUM da da DUM da da DUM da
	But some very large bees,
	da da DUM da da DUM
	Stung his nose and his knees,
	da da DUM da da DUM
	So he very soon went back to Dover.
	da da DUM da da DUM da da DUM da
	Lesson 48
	Part A- Classification


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	1. checked the listing

	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	a. watching television
	b. seeing a movie
	c. playing a video game
	d. going to the mall
	2. bread

	a. clean your room
	b. make cookies
	c. make a sandwich
	d. do your homework
	3. collar


	Check and correct. If necessary, explain why “wrong” answers are not the best answer.
	a. getting a new puppy
	b. getting a new brother or sister
	c. playing basketball
	d. getting a goldfish

	Part B - Reading Subject Matter Books

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. What is another name for the backbone?
	2. What is a vertebra?
	3. What do your ribs not protect?
	4. There are 54 bones in your:
	5. Do the bones in your arms, wrists, hands, and fingers protect any organs?
	6. What is the name of the bone between your pelvis and your knee?
	7. What does your pelvis not do?
	8. Name a part of your body that has a joint that moves like the hinge in a door.
	9. What do your bones need that you can get by eating yogurt and other dairy products?

	Part C- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part C.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. What number should you call if you find Sparky?
	2. How much reward money would you get if you found Sparky?
	3. Is this passage fiction or nonfiction?
	4. What color do you think a “chocolate lab” is?

	a. brown
	b. gray
	c. spotted
	d. back
	5. What does Sparky’s collar look like?

	a. polka dot
	b. brown and white
	c. red and white
	d. blue
	6. In this poster, miserable means:
	7. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the poster about a lost dog.


	Check and correct.
	Part D Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Lesson 49
	Part A- Pronouns and Classification


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct.
	Part B- Pronouns and Classification (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. had great energy

	Check and correct.
	a. a good boy
	b. Mrs. Kraft’s favorite student
	c. active
	d. a poor student

	Part C - Reading Subject Matter Books

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. What is another name for the backbone?
	2. What is a vertebra?
	3. What do your ribs not protect?

	a. heart
	b. lungs
	c. liver
	d. stomach
	4. There are 54 bones in your:
	5. Do the bones in your arms, wrists, hands, and fingers protect any organs?
	6. What is the name of the bone between your pelvis and your knee?
	7. What does your pelvis not do?
	a. protects some digestive and other organs
	b. gives your arms support
	c. connects to your spine
	d. connects to your femur
	8. Name a part of your body that has a joint that moves like the hinge in a door.


	Check and correct.
	9. What do your bones need that you can get by eating yogurt and other dairy products?
	Part D Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	There was an old man of Peru,
	Who watched his wife making a stew;
	But once by mistake,
	In a stove she did bake,
	That unfortunate man of Peru.
	Lesson 50
	Part A- Quiz


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, why was it important for a colony to be located on water?
	2. What ocean were the first colonies built on?
	3. Is this passage fiction or nonfiction?
	4. What do you think the colonists would NOT need to get from Europe?

	a. trees for building houses
	b. more colonists
	c. tools for building houses
	d. cows, sheep, and chickens for food
	5. Why do you think the colonists settled on the east coast?

	a. it has the most water
	b. it is the prettiest coast
	c. it is the closest coast to Europe
	d. the Native Americans invited them
	6. In this passage, select means:
	7. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about the Plymouth colony.


	Check and correct.
	Part B- Contest

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	1. Everyone will read the passage below about the sense of taste.
	2. At the end of the passage you will stop and write questions about what you just read.
	3. Groups take turns challenging the other group to answer three question from each part of the passage.
	4. Each group gets a point for each correct answer.


	Give students about a minute or two to read the passage.
	Give students about three minutes to write questions.
	Call on a student in one group to ask a question. Then call on a student in the other group to answer that question. Repeat for two more questions.
	1. Where are your taste buds located? (tongue)
	2. How many taste buds does a person have? (10,000)
	3. How long do receptor cells live? (one to two weeks)
	4. What are the four basic tastes? (salty, sweet, sour, and bitter)
	5. What two senses work together to tell you what you are eating? (taste and smell)
	6. How do receptor cells send messages to the brain? (nerves)
	7. Name two of your five senses? (smell, taste, hearing, seeing, feeling)


	Recommended Homework: Copy the story about a warm winter (contained in the Blackline Master Appendix) and pass it out to students. Ask students to write down four events from the story, in chronological order.
	Lesson 51
	Part A - Reading Subject Matter Books


	Read or explain the material in Part A.
	1. You looked at the table of contents and answered questions that helped you to see what you already knew about the chapters.
	2. You pronounced the words from the chapters that are in bold print, like this.
	3. You read just the first paragraph under each heading in both chapters. Those paragraphs told you what the chapters were mostly about.
	4. You studied the questions at the end of both chapters, before you actually read the whole chapter. That helps you notice important facts in a chapter.
	5. You read a whole chapter, but you looked at the questions at the end of the chapter again before you read.
	6. Finally, you read the chapter quickly and answered the questions at the end.

	Part B - Reading Subject Matter Books (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part B.
	After students have looked at the table of contents, call on volunteers to tell you what they know or think they know about the nervous system. Do not identify right or wrong ideas.
	Part C- Reading Subject Matter Books - Word Pronunciation

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Read “automatic” to students and ask all of them to pronounce the word. Repeat for each word or phrase.
	1. automatic (au toe MA tik)
	2. axons (ax onz)
	3. brain stem
	4. central
	5. dendrites (DEN drytz)
	6. nerves (nurvz)
	7. nervous (NER vuss) system
	8. neurons (NER onz)
	9. peripheral (per IF er el)
	10. spinal (SPI nel) cord

	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, how much rain falls in a tropical rainforest?
	2. Which kind of rainforest gets a lot of fog?
	3. Is this passage fiction or nonfiction?
	4. Where are most temperate rainforests located?
	5. Why do you think it is important to protect the rainforests?

	a. because people like to vacation there
	b. because half the species of plants and animals live there
	c. because they give ecologists something to study
	d. because we need rain
	6. In this passage, damp means:
	7. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about rainforests.


	Check and correct.
	Part E - Bonus Review

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 52
	Part A- Pronouns and Classification


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct.
	Part B- Pronouns and Classification (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. won’t bark at strangers

	Check and correct.
	a. a very friendly dog
	b. a large dog
	c. a mean dog
	d. a good watch dog

	Part C - Reading Subject Matter Books

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they read the questions to themselves.
	1. The human nervous system is more powerful than:
	2. What do we call the brain and spinal cord?
	3. What does your spine protect?
	4. Nerves attach to how many senses?
	5. What sends messages from your ears to your brain?


	While students have their workbooks closed, ask volunteers to recall the questions listed in Part C. If the class can’t remember all the questions, give hints.
	6. The part of your nervous system that works without you thinking about it is called what?
	7. What connects your brain to your spinal cord?
	8. How do you know when something touches your skin?
	9. What does not help you take care of your brain and nervous system?
	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the invitation, where is the Presidents’ Day party?
	2. What time is the party?
	3. Who do you think will be a judge for the costume contest?

	a. one of the kids at the party
	b. Andy’s two cats
	c. Andy’s baby brother
	d. Andy’s parents
	4. Why do you think Andy put the directions to his house on the other side of the invitation?

	a. everyone may not know how to get to his house
	b. because kids can’t drive
	c. because he has no friends
	d. he wants everyone to be on time
	5. What should you bring to the party?


	Check and correct.
	6. In this passage, select means:
	Part E - Bonus Review

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 53
	Part A- Vocabulary


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. Model: When Adam’s best friend was hurt in a car crash, Adam made a vow to do everything he could to stop drunk driving. Now Adam volunteers for a group that fights drunk driving.
	a. appointment
	b. wish
	c. promise
	d. call
	2. Model: Last winter we got stuck travelling in a storm. We had to stay in the airport overnight. When we finally got home, we were weary, but happy to be safe.

	a. late
	b. glad
	c. sick


	Check and correct.
	d. tired
	Part B- Reading Subject Matter Books

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part B.
	1. What protects the nervous system?

	Monitor students as they work. Make sure they answer questions for a paragraph immediately after they read that paragraph.
	2. Which two things make up the central nervous system?
	a. heart
	b. brain
	c. spinal cord
	3. What is the peripheral nervous system made out of?
	4. What body system controls things that happen in your body without you thinking about them?
	5. What two body parts make up the automatic nervous system?

	a. spinal cord
	b. bladder
	c. brain stem
	6. How do you know when something touches your skin?
	7. Nerves are like:

	a. street signs
	b. telephone poles
	c. wires


	Check and correct.
	8. What are two things you can do to keep your nervous system healthy?
	Part C - Bonus Review

	Read or explain the material in Part C.
	Lesson 54
	Part A- Vocabulary (Matching)


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	a. nervous
	b. pick
	c. promise
	d. try
	e. tired


	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. select b
	2. tense a
	3. weary e
	4. attempt d


	Check and correct.
	5. vow c
	Part B- Pronouns and Classification

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	Check and correct.
	Part C- Pronouns and Classification (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. is called “Dan the joke man”

	Check and correct.
	a. friendly
	b. smart
	c. loving
	d. funny

	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions for Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the poster, who is starting a science club?
	2. When is the first science club meeting?
	3. Where is the first science club meeting?
	4. What do you think kids in science club will do when they meet?

	a. art projects
	b. science projects
	c. talk about history
	d. plan a soccer club
	5. Why do you think Mr. Perez wants kids to sign up for science club before the first meeting?

	a. to make sure he likes everyone who signs up
	b. because the science lab only holds 6 people
	c. so he can make sure that he has enough supplies for everyone
	d. to make sure that only boys sign up
	6. According to the poster, how many people can sign up for science club?
	7. Which belongs in box 2 below?


	Check and correct.
	a. sign up
	b. do a science project
	c. talk to Mr. Perez

	Part E -Bonus

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	There was a small boy of Quebec
	da DUM da da DUM da da DUM
	Who was buried in snow to his neck
	da da DUM da da DUM da da DUM
	When they said, "Are you friz?"
	da da DUM da da DUM
	He replied, "Yes, I is -
	da da DUM da da DUM
	But we don't call this cold in Quebec"
	da da DUM da da DUM da da DUM
	Lesson 55
	Part A- Quiz


	Call on a student to read the directions for Part A.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. What number should you call if you want to apply for the baby sitting job?
	2. How old do you have to be to baby-sit for Ben?
	3. Why do you think Ben’s parents want the baby-sitter to have first aid training?

	a. in case Ben needs his diaper changed
	b. in case Ben wakes up early
	c. in case there is an accident
	d. in case the parents come home early
	4. How many times are pronouns used in the poster to refer to Ben?
	5. Which belongs in box 2 below?

	a. give Ben a bottle
	b. change Ben’s diaper
	c. call Ben’s parents
	6. After reading the details below about Ben from the poster, classify the items in the lists.


	Check and correct.
	a. a dog
	b. hard to take care of
	c. a baby
	d. a girl

	Part B- Contest

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	1. Everyone will read the passage below about the sense of touch.
	2. At the end of the passage you will stop and write questions about what you just read.
	3. Groups take turns challenging the other group to answer three question from each part of the passage.
	4. Each group gets a point for each correct answer.


	Give students about a minute or two to read the passage.
	Give students about three minutes to write questions.
	Call on a student in one group to ask a question. Then call on a student in the other group to answer that question. Repeat for two more questions.
	1. What body part is responsible for your sense of touch? (skin)
	2. Where in your body can touch receptors feel the softest touches? (fingers and face)
	3. Can your skin tell the difference between wet and dry? (yes)
	4. Where are the touch receptors that can’t feel the softest touches? (back)
	5. What is the largest sense organ in the body? (skin)
	6. How does your skin send messages to the brain? (nerves)
	7. Name all of the five senses. (smell, taste, hearing, seeing, feeling)


	Recommended Homework: Copy the table of contents for the chapter on events leading up to the Civil War (contained in the Blackli...
	Lesson 56
	Part A- Main Idea


	Read or explain the material in Part A to students.
	Part B- Main Idea (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. How many times is Darby’s name mentioned in the passage? 4
	2. How many times are pronouns used to refer to Darby? 8 (she: 5; her: 2; hers: 1)


	Check and correct.
	3. The passage talks about Darby using both her name and pronouns how many times? 12
	Part C- Main Idea (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. tore the drapes to pieces

	Check and correct.
	a. is not too smart
	b. is in trouble a lot
	c. is cute
	d. is not very active

	Part D- Main Idea (Continued)

	Read or explain the information in Part D to students. Help students fill in the boxes with their answers from Parts B and C.
	Check and correct.
	1. Tells who or what is talked about most
	2. Classifies the details in the passage

	Part E - Bonus Review

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 57
	Part A - Vocabulary (Matching)


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	a. very bad
	b. smart
	c. let go
	d. hurt
	e. long hole


	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. intelligent b
	2. ditch e
	3. horrible a
	4. release c


	Check and correct.
	5. ache d
	Part B - Reading Subject Matter Books

	Read or explain the material in Part B.
	1. You looked at the table of contents and answered questions that helped you to see what you already knew about the chapter.
	2. You pronounced the words from the chapter that are in bold print, like this.
	3. You read just the first paragraph under each heading in the chapter. Those paragraphs told you what the chapters were mostly about.

	Part C- Reading Subject Matter Books (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they read the questions to themselves.
	1. The brain and what else make up the central nervous system?
	2. What does your spine protect?
	3. What sends messages to your brain from every part of your body?
	4. How many senses do you have?
	5. Here are two senses we have: hearing and touch. What are the other senses?


	While students have their workbooks closed, ask volunteers to recall the questions listed in Part C. If the class can’t remember all the questions, give hints.
	6. What is at the very bottom of the brain?
	7. What automatically takes care of things like breathing and digestion for you?
	8. What is each individual cell in a nerve called?
	9. What should you do to protect your brain when you’re riding a bike, a skate board, or a scooter?
	10. One thing you can do to keep your nervous system healthy is exercise. What two other things does your brain need to keep healthy?
	Part D- Review

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part D.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. According to the passage, what medical school did Elizabeth Blackwell go to?
	2. What year was Elizabeth Blackwell born?
	3. Is this passage fiction or nonfiction?
	4. Why do you think Elizabeth’s eye injury kept her from becoming a surgeon?

	a. she was too sick
	b. she was too old
	c. surgeons need perfect eyesight
	d. she didn’t want to do more training
	5. How do you think Elizabeth felt when no medical school would teach her?

	a. tired
	b. happy
	c. frustrated
	d. scared
	6. Look at the third paragraph of the passage. Count how many times pronouns are used to refer to Elizabeth Blackwell.
	7. In this passage, injured means:
	8. Which belongs in box 2 below?

	a. becomes blind in one eye
	b. tries to get into medical school
	c. helps to start a medical school for women
	9. Put an X next to each statement that is a small detail from the passage about Elizabeth Blackwell.


	Check and correct.
	Part E - Bonus Review

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 58
	Part A - Vocabulary (Matching)


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	a. round
	b. very old
	c. bothers
	d. skin
	e. mix


	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. flesh d
	2. irritates c
	3. ancient b
	4. blend e


	Check and correct.
	5. circular a
	Part B- Main Idea (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. How many times is Marty’s name mentioned in the passage? 3
	2. How many times are pronouns used to refer to Marty? 7 (he: 4; his: 3)
	3. The passage talks about Marty using both his name and pronouns how many times? 10

	Part C - Main Idea (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part C.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. saw dark clouds forming

	Check and correct.
	a. the porch
	b. daydreaming
	c. watching a storm
	d. loud noises

	Part D- Main Idea (Continued)

	Read or explain the information in Part D to students. Help students fill in the boxes with their answers from Parts B and C.
	Check and correct.
	1. Tells who or what is talked about most
	2. Classifies the details in the passage

	Part E - Bonus Review

	Read or explain the material in Part E.
	Lesson 59
	Part A - Main Idea (Continued)


	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. How many times are John and Joe’s names mentioned in the passage? 3
	2. How many times are pronouns used to refer to John and Joe? 8 (they: 5; their: 2; them 1)
	3. The passage talks about John and Joe using both their names and pronouns how many times? 11

	Part B - Main Idea (Continued)

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. spent the summer together

	Check and correct.
	a. going to summer camp together
	b. going on family vacations
	c. having an adventure in the winter
	d. visiting their grandparents

	Part C- Main Idea (Continued)

	Read or explain the information in Part C to students. Help students fill in the boxes with their answers from Parts A and B.
	Check and correct.
	1. Tells who or what is talked about most
	2. Classifies the details in the passage

	Part D - Bonus Review

	Read or explain the material in Part D.
	Lesson 60

	Note: This part of the test is based on the chapter about nerves that students have been working on.
	Part A- Test Part 1- Reading Comprehension

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part A.
	Monitor students while they work.
	1. The brain and what else make up the central nervous system?
	2. What does your spine protect?
	3. What sends messages to your brain from every part of your body?
	4. How many senses do you have?
	5. Here are two senses we have: hearing and touch. What are the other senses?
	6. What is at the very bottom of the brain?
	7. What automatically takes care of things like breathing and digestion for you?
	8. What is each individual cell in a nerve called?
	9. What should you do to protect your brain when you’re riding a bike, a skate board, or a scooter?


	Check and correct. Note: all questions are literal.
	10. One thing you can do to keep your nervous system healthy is exercise. What two other things does your brain need to keep healthy?
	Part B- Test Part 2- Reading Comprehension

	Call on a student to read the directions in Part B.
	Walk around and monitor students as they work.
	1. What specific kinds of fish are mentioned in the passage?
	2. How many times is the word “fish” used? 4
	3. The word “fish” can be either singular or plural. How many times do pronouns refer to fish?
	4. Classify the details in the passage.

	a. come in all shapes and sizes
	b. are good to eat
	c. defend themselves in different ways
	d. are not very brave
	5. Who or what is talked about the most in this passage? fish
	6. Write a good main idea statement using the boxes below.


	Check and correct.

